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a b s t r a c t
Statecharts are a visual technique for modelling reactive behaviour. Over the years, a
plethora of statechart semantics have been proposed. The three most widely used are the
fixpoint, Statemate, and UML semantics. These three semantics differ considerably from
each other. In general, they interpret the same statechart differently, which impedes the
communication of statechart designs among both designers and tools. In this paper, we
identify a set of constraints on statecharts that ensure that the fixpoint, Statemate andUML
semantics coincide, if observations are restricted to linear, stuttering-closed, separable
properties. Moreover, we show that for a subset of these constraints, a slight variation of
the Statemate semantics coincides for linear stuttering-closed properties with the UML
semantics.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Background. Statecharts are a popular visual technique for modelling the behaviour of reactive systems [22,44]. Statecharts
were introduced in the eighties by Harel [16,17] for use in the structured analysis approach Statemate [24]. Quickly after
their introduction they were adopted in several object-oriented design methods as well, notably OMT [41] and ROOM [42].
The notations of these and a fewother OOmethods have beenmerged into UML [43], which is currently the de facto standard
for modelling software systems. Thus, nowadays several variants of statecharts exist.
Over the years, many formal semantics have been proposed for each of these statechart variants. For example, Von der
Beeck [2] counted in 1994 around twenty different semantics for statecharts, not including OO variants. The adoption of
statecharts in OO approaches, especially UML, has led to a further increase of statechart formalisations.
Despite this great number of different formalisations, there is consensus about the ingredients that an actual semantics
should have. All proposals use configurations, events, and steps to define the execution semantics of a statechart. A
configuration is a valid global state of a statechart. While the system is in a configuration, events can occur. In response,
the system leaves the current configuration by taking a set of transitions, called a step, and enters a new configuration.
Moreover, by taking this step, new events can be generated to which the system should respond in either the same or a next
step.
All statechart formalisations share these features, but each formalisation uses its own assumptions in defining an
actual execution semantics. Fortunately, the different proposals can be classified in three mainstream approaches (see
Table 1). Proposals of the first approach are based on the fixpoint semantics for statecharts, initially proposed by Pnueli
and Shalev [40]. Key feature of this semantics is that the system responds immediately to new input events and moreover
responds infinitely fast. This feature is called the perfect synchrony hypothesis andwas first introduced for the synchronous
language Esterel [4]. Another peculiar feature of the fixpoint semantics is that events generated in a step are sensed and
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Table 1
Main differences between the three statechart semantics
Fixpoint Statemate UML
Response to input events Immediate Immediate Delayed
Event processing Parallel, Instantaneous Parallel, Instantaneous Single, non-instantaneous
Generated events Sensed in same step Sensed in next step Sensed in some subsequent step
Fig. 1. Statechart for which the fixpoint, Statemate, and UML semantics exhibit different behaviour.
processed in the same step. Over the years, several extensions and refinements of the fixpoint semantics have been proposed
(e.g. [31,32,34]). We are unaware of any commercial software tool implementing this semantics.
Proposals of the second approach focus on the semantics as implemented in the Statemate tool set [20,24]. Statemate
supports two main semantics: the system can react in response to either a tick of the clock or to some new input events.
In this paper, we only consider the latter semantics, which satisfies the perfect synchrony hypothesis. A peculiar feature of
Statemate, distinguishing it from the fixpoint semantics, is that events generated in a step are sensed and processed only in
the next step. The initial semantics of Statemate statecharts was defined in prose by Harel and Naamad [21]. Subsequently,
several researchers have presented formalisations of this semantics (e.g. [8,15,37]). The semantics of RSML statecharts [30]
is a slight variation of the Statemate semantics [21,17].
The last group of formalisations focuses on statecharts for object-oriented systems. This group is expanding quickly
due to the incorporation of statecharts in UML, the emerging de facto standard for modelling software systems. The main
distinction between UML and the other two semantics is that UML does not use the perfect synchrony hypothesis [17,44].
In particular, taking a step takes time and during this time the next events can already arrive. To avoid these being lost, they
are stored in a queue. The system processes events from the queue one by one and responds to each event by taking a step.
In contrast, in the fixpoint and Statemate semantics events are processed in parallel. Several UML tools like Rational Rose
and Rhapsody implement the UML semantics or a slight variation thereof [18,19]. The official semantics is defined in prose
in the UML standard text [43]. Several formalisations of the UML semantics have been proposed (e.g. [3,9,28]).
Problem. The existence of these different statechart formalisations can lead to a Babel-like confusion, because the same
statechart can be interpreted completely differently under different semantics. This confusion impedes the communication
of the meaning of statechart designs, since that meaning largely depends on the actual semantics the viewer (not the
designer) is using. In addition, it hampers the exchange of statechart designs among different software tools. In the last
years such exchanges are occurring frequently, leveraged by the development of XML-based languages. Consequently, it
is for example possible to simulate a statechart design with one tool (because that tool has a nice animation facility), yet
generate code with another tool (because that tool generates high quality code).
To illustrate this possible confusion, consider the simple statechart in Fig. 1 (see Section 2 for definitions). If in the initial
configuration events e and f occur, then
• under the fixpoint semantics, initially step {s1→s2, s3→s4, s5→s6} is taken, since generated internal event i is sensed
immediately,
• under the Statemate semantics, initially step {s1→s2, s5→s6} is taken, since i is sensed in the next step, and
• under the UML semantics, initially either step {s1→s2} is taken, if e is processed before f, or {s5→s6}, if f is processed
before e.
Thus, under the three semantics different initial steps are taken in response to the same input events.
Goal and approach. The goal of this paper is to identify a subset of statecharts for which the three mainstream semantics
yield similar behaviour, that is, observations of statechart behaviour cannot distinguish between the three semantics. In
this paper, observations are properties expressed in temporal logic. Naturally, observations cannot refer to events, since
these are treated differently, as explained in Table 1. For example, in Fig. 1, external event f and internal event i can occur
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simultaneously under the fixpoint and the UML semantics, but not under the Statemate semantics. Neither can observations
refer to steps, since under the three semantics different steps can be taken in response to the same input events, even for
simple examples like Fig. 1. But for Fig. 1, the end configuration eventually reached by taking these different steps is the
same: {s2, s4, s6}. Thus, the net effect of the different reactions is the same under all three semantics, i.e. the same end
configuration is reached eventually.
Nevertheless, observations cannot refer directly to end configurations, since these are reached through different steps
under the three semantics. For example, in Fig. 1, states s2 and s4 are entered simultaneously under the fixpoint semantics,
but not under the other two semantics. Observations that refer to configurations can detect such differences. We therefore
only consider observations that refer to states that belong to the same sequential component of a statechart. A sequential
component identifies amaximal subset of the statechart that contains no parallelism. Fig. 1 has three sequential components
that act in parallel. Section 5.1 defines sequential components.
But even if observations refer to sequential components, the three semantics yield similar behaviour only for a subset of
statecharts. For this subset of behaviour, which is identified by means of constraints on the statechart syntax (and one
constraint on the UML semantics) in Section 4, we show that the three semantics are equivalent for linear, stuttering
closed properties that are separable. Linear properties are expressed in past linear temporal logic (PLTL) [35]. A property
is stuttering closed if the next time operator and its past time equivalent are not used [27]. A property is separable if it is
equivalent to a separated property [39]. A property is separated1 if it is a boolean combination of temporal formulas each of
which only refers to a sequential component of the statechart (formal definitions can be found in Section 5). Regardless of
which particular semantics is used, the outcome of verifying a linear, stuttering-closed, separable property is the same.
Unfortunately, the practical value of this result seems rather limited, since not every property is separable, and testing
for separability requires finding for each property an equivalent separated one, which can be very hard. Moreover, quite a
number of constraints on statecharts are used to prove the result.
However,we also show that for linear, stuttering-closedproperties, theUML semantics is equivalent to a slightlymodified
version of the Statemate semantics, in which external events occur one by one. In particular, the same steps are taken under
both semantics. For this much stronger result, much less constraints are needed. Its practical value is that the single-event
Statemate semantics can be used to prove properties of the UML semantics. For the Statemate semantics, already efficient
verification approaches exist [6,14]. The UML semantics uses a queue, whichmakes verification less efficient. In earlierwork,
we demonstrated this by comparing use of a Statemate-like semantics with that of a UML-like semantics for verifying UML
activity diagrams [13].
The equivalence result does not extend to branching temporal logics like CTL, since under the UML semantics an event e
that occurs is not immediately responded to. Consequently, a previous event that still awaits processing in the queue, may
disable the effect of e. For example, if in Fig. 1 event f occurs in state s5, then under the fixpoint and the Statemate semantics
always s6 is reached next. But under the UML semantics, state s6might not be reached, since gmight have occurred before
and still be in the queue; in that case, s7 is reached next, and the effect of f is disabled. At the end of Section 5.5, we discuss
this topic in more detail.
To summarise, we list the restrictions used as well as the reason why they are needed:
• Constraints on statecharts, to rule out differences in behaviour for the three semantics.
• Sequential components and stuttering-closed, separable properties, because the relation between the fixpoint,
Statemate and the single-event Statemate semantics only holds for the end configuration of a reaction, not for the
specific steps taken. To relate the single-event Statemate and UML semantics, sequential components are not needed.
• Linear properties, because under the UML semantics old events can disable the effects of current events, as explained
above. Observations under the fixpoint, Statemate, and the single-event Statemate semantics can also refer to branching,
stuttering-closed, separable properties, expressed in CTL [5].
Since we study statecharts that aremeaningful under all three semantics, we only consider statechart constructs that are
allowed by each of the three semantics. Table 2 shows the constructs we do not consider. We focus on the behaviour of a
single statechart (as is done in the fixpoint and Statemate semantics2) whose transitions only contain single event triggers
(as in UML). Sincewe consider a restricted set of statechart constructs, our formalisations of the different semantics aremore
simple than the existing statechart formalisations mentioned above. For example, for the fixpoint semantics an important
problem is the treatment of negated events, and for the UML semantics the handling of synchronous calls between different
statecharts, but we do not address these problems in this paper. Furthermore, to simplify the exposition, we consider, for
our main theorems, statecharts without data and guard conditions. In Section 6, we discuss how the results can be extended
to deal with statecharts with compound and negated events, data, guard conditions, history and deep history connectors.
1 The notion of separability stems from partial order verification [38,39], but there a formula is separated if the components it refers to are orthogonal.
However, sequential components can overlap, because a state can belong to multiple components.
2 In Statemate, a system of multiple statecharts is similar to a global statechart in which all original statecharts act in parallel [21]. This precludes
dynamic instantiation of statecharts, which is allowed in UML. Hence we focus on a single statechart only.
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Table 2
Omitted statechart constructs
Construct Fixpoint Statemate UML
Compound events x x




Dynamic choice points x
Related work. The relation between the different statechart semantics has received little attention in the literature. Von der
Beeck [2] gives an overview of twenty statechart semantics, including the fixpoint and Statemate semantics, but does not
relate any of these formally. Crane and Dingel [7] give an informal overview of differences between UML and Statemate
statecharts by means of examples. Maggiolo-Schettini et al. [34] compare different statechart step semantics, but these are
all variants of the fixpoint semantics. Huizing and Gerth [26] compare high-level design choices made in different reactive
semantics, among others the fixpoint, Statemate and Esterel [4] semantics. Next, there is related work [1,33] that studies
the differences between the fixpoint semantics and Esterel semantics in a formal setting.
Compared to these other papers, the main contribution of this paper is the formal comparison of the three mainstream
statechart semantics for statecharts that are meaningful under all three semantics, and in particular concrete example
statecharts that illustrate the differences between the different semantics, a set of mostly syntactic constraints to rule out
such differences, and theorems relating the different semantics to each other.
Structure of this paper. Section 2 recalls the syntax of statecharts and defines the notions of configuration and step, which
are pivotal to any statechart semantics. Section 3 gives formalisations of the fixpoint, Statemate, and UML semantics of
statecharts. Section 4 defines constraints on statecharts that are used in the next section to prove that a statechart exhibits
similar behaviour under the three semantics. The applicability of the constraints is evaluated on a few example statechart
designs taken from the literature. Section 5 shows that a statechart satisfying the constraints has stuttering similar runs
under the different semantics. For the single-event Statemate and UML semantics, we even show that under both semantics
the same steps are taken. Section 6 sketches how the results can be extended to deal with statecharts having guard
conditions, compound and negated events, history and deep history connectors, and data, including assignment actions.
We end with conclusions in Section 7. A glossary summarising the mathematical notation is provided at the end of this
paper.
2. Statecharts
We recollect some standard definitions of statecharts, mostly taken fromHarel et al. [23] and Pnueli and Shalev [40], and
introduce a few new ones for the semantics of transitions. For an introduction to the visual syntax of statecharts, we refer
to Harel [16]. Fig. 2 shows an example statechart, describing the behaviour of a controller for a turnstile that gets unblocked
if the user enters a valid card [44]. Details of this statechart are explained throughout the remainder of this section as
illustration of the different statechart concepts.
Formally, a statechart SC is a tuple (S, T , E), with S a set of states, T a set of transitions that connect the states,
and E the set of events that transitions are triggered by. Set E is partitioned into sets E ext and E int . Set E ext contains all
external events, which are generated by the environment of the system, while set E int contains all internal events, which
are generated by transitions in T . For the example, E ext = {on, off, turnstile blocks, enter card, card not ok, card ok} while
E int = {unblock turnstile, block entered}.
In the next subsections, we discuss the syntax and semantics of states and transitions, respectively.
2.1. States
2.1.1. Syntax
Function children : S → P (S) defines for each state s its immediate substates. If s is a child of s′, we call s′ the
parent of s. By children∗ and children+ we denote the reflexive-transitive and transitive closure of children, respectively.
If s ∈ children∗(s′), we say that s is a descendant of s′ and that s′ is an ancestor of s. If s is ancestor or descendant of s′, then s
and s′ are ancestrally related. In the example, Blocked is a child of Turnstile Control, which in turn is a child of On.
There are several types of state. If s has no children, so children(s) = ∅, then s is a BASIC state. Otherwise, s is composite.
A composite state indicates either sequential (OR) or parallel (AND) behaviour. If the system is in an OR state, it is in
exactly one of its children (so OR is actually XOR). If the system is in an AND state, it is also in every child of it. Function
type : S → {BASIC, AND, OR} assigns to each state its type. In the example, Blocked is BASIC, Turnstile Control is OR, while
On is AND.
A special state is the root state of the statechart, denoted root ∈ S, which has no parent. We require that root has type
OR. Usually, root is not shown in the visual syntax.
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Fig. 2. Statechart of turnstile [44].
Next, we require that every state s ∈ S, except root , has a single parent, and that root is ancestor of every state in S. These
constraints ensure that states are structured in a rooted tree. Leaves of the tree are the basic states.
Function default : S → S identifies for each OR state s one of its children as the default state: default(s) ∈ children(s).
For example, the default state of Turnstile Control is Blocked. If a transition t enters s but does not explicitly enter any of its
children, then t enters default(s).
2.1.2. Semantics
For a set X of states, the least common ancestor (lca) of X , denoted lca(X) is the state x such that:
• X ⊆ children∗(x)
• For every y ∈ S such that X ⊆ children∗(y), we have that x ∈ children∗(y).
Every set of states has a unique least common ancestor. For example, the lca of Blocked and Card Reader Control isOn, while
the lca of Blocked and Off is root .
Two states x, y, are orthogonal, written x⊥y, if x and y are not ancestrally related, and their lca is an AND state. In the
example, Blocked and Card Reader Control are orthogonal.
A set X of states is consistent if for every x, y ∈ X , either x and y are ancestrally related or x⊥y. A consistent set X is
maximal if for every state s ∈ S \ X , {s} ∪ X is not consistent. A maximal consistent set of states is called a configuration.
Configurations represent the valid global states of the statechart. In the example, {Blocked, Turnstile Control, Card Entered,
Card Reader Control,On,root} is a configuration, but {Unblocked, Turnstile Control, Card Reader Control,On,root} is not, since
no child of Card Reader Control is included.
Given a consistent set X of nodes, the default completion dcomp(X) is the smallest set D such that:
• X ⊆ D
• if s ∈ D and type(s) = AND then children(s) ⊆ D
• if s ∈ D and type(s) = OR and children(s) ∩ X = ∅ then default(s) ∈ D
• if s ∈ D and s 6= root then parent(s) ∈ D.
For example, dcomp({Unblocked}) ={Unblocked, Turnstile Control, Ready, Card Reader Control, On,root}.
Note that each configuration is uniquely determined by its set of basic states. That is, if two configurations contain the
same basic states, they are the same. Consequently, to denote a configuration, it suffices to list its BASIC states. In the sequel,
we therefore only list the BASIC states of each configuration.
2.2. Transitions
2.2.1. Syntax
A transition connects source to target states. A transition can have multiple source and multiple target states. When a
transition is taken, its source states are left and its target states are entered. For each transition t ∈ T , source(t) denotes the
set of source states of t and target(t) the set of target states:
source, target : T → P (S).
If source(t) = {x} and target(t) = {y}, a convenient shorthand for t is x−→y. In the example, sample transitions areOff−→On
and Blocked−→Unblocked.
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To ensure that a transition can get enabled and enters a valid next configuration, we require that both source(t) and
target(t) are consistent and non-empty.
The scope of a transition is the most nested OR state that contains both source(t) and target(t). Thus, it equals l =
lca(source(t) ∪ target(t)) only if l has type OR, which is usually the case. For example, the scope of transition Ready →
Card Entered is Card Reader Control.
The event that triggers a transition t is denoted by event(t). As discussed above, since UML only permits single events,
we do not consider compound trigger events. If a transition has no trigger event, we use the special event null. Thus,
event(t) ∈ E ∪ {null}.
We can classify transitions according to their trigger events:
• A transition t is external if event(t) ∈ E ext .
• A transition t is internal if event(t) ∈ E int .
• A transition t is a completion transition if event(t) = null.
The set of events generated by a transition t is denoted action(t). We require action(t) ⊆ E int . The set of events generated





A transition t triggers transition t ′, written t  t ′, if the trigger of t ′ is generated by t:
t  t ′ ⇔ event(t ′) ∈ action(t).
Note that a transition can trigger itself.
2.2.2. Semantics
Constructing a step. A statechart changes configuration by taking a set of transitions, called a step. To define steps, we need
some auxiliary definitions. We assume that a configuration C ⊆ S and a set I ⊆ E of input events are given. For the UML
semantics, I will be a singleton.
A transition is relevant if its sources are in C . The set of relevant transitions is defined as:
relevant(C) = {t ∈ T | source(t) ⊆ C}.
A transition t is enabled in C for input events I if t is relevant in C and the trigger event of t is in I or null. The set of enabled
transitions is defined:
enabled(C, I) = {t ∈ T | t ∈ relevant(C) ∧ event(t) ∈ I ∪ {null}}.
Two transitions t1 and t2 are consistent if either they are equal or their scopes are orthogonal:
consistent(t1, t2)⇔ t1 = t2 ∨ scope(t1)⊥scope(t2).
A set T of transitions is consistent if every pair of transitions in the set is consistent:
consistent(T )⇔ ∀t1, t2 ∈ T : consistent(t1, t2).
Two transitions t1 and t2 conflict if t1 6= t2, their sources are consistent, and scope(t1) and scope(t2) are ancestrally related.
In particular, t1 and t2 conflict if scope(t1) = scope(t2) and their sources are consistent.
conflict(t1, t2) ⇔ t1 6= t2
∧ consistent(source(t1) ∪ source(t2))
∧ scope(t1) and scope(t2) are ancestrally related.
Note that transitions t1 and t2 can be inconsistent yet not conflicting. For example, On → Off and Off → On are
inconsistent, but not conflicting. However, On→ Off and Unblocked→ Blocked are conflicting.
Given a configuration C and set I of input events, a set T of transitions is maximal if adding an enabled transition to T
would result in an inconsistent set:
maximal(T , C, I)⇔ ∀t ∈ enabled(C, I) \ T : ¬consistent(T ∪ {t}).
To choose between two enabled transitions t, t ′ that are conflicting, Statemate and UML use a priority rule ≺, where
t ≺ t ′ if t has higher priority than t ′. But Statemate and UML do not use the same priority rule. In Statemate, t ≺SM t ′ if the
scope of t is a strict ancestor of the scope of t ′ [21]. In UML, t ≺UML t ′ if the sources of t are nested inside those of t ′ [43]. This
definition is not precise, since it might be that the sources of the two transitions are nested inside each other (see Fig. 3). A
more precise definition, however, is lacking in the literature.
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Fig. 3. Statechart for which it is unclear which transition has priority in UML.
While Statemate and UML use a different priority rule, they do agree on how to use a priority rule to construct a step.
Both approaches require that for each transition in the constructed step, there is no enabled transition outside the step with
higher priority. Predicate validPriority captures this formally:
validPriority(St, C, I,≺)⇔∀t ∈ St @t ′ ∈ enabled(C, I) \ St : t ′ ≺ t.
Using these auxiliary definitions, we can now formally define a step. A set of transitions St ⊆ T is a step if and only if St
is enabled, consistent, maximal, and satisfies the priority rule:
isStep(St, C, I,≺) ⇔ St ⊆ enabled(C, I)
∧ consistent(St)
∧maximal(St, C, I)
∧ validPriority(St, C, I,≺).
For the example, in configuration {Blocked,Card Entered}with input events off and card ok, possible steps are {On→ Off}
and {Card Entered→Turnstile Unblocked}. If the last step is taken, event unblock turnstile is generated.
Taking a step. To define the effect of taking a step, we need some auxiliary definitions first.
First, observe that by taking a transition t , only states below scope(t) are left and entered. The states entered by t , denoted
enters(t), are the states below scope(t) that are in dcomp(target(h)):
enters(t) = dcomp(target(t)) ∩ children ∗(scope(t)).
In the example, enters(Off→ On) ={On, Turnstile Control, Blocked, Card Reader Control, Ready}.
Given a configuration C and step St , function nextConfig(C, St) defines the configuration reached by taking St:







Thus, for each transition t ∈ St , the states in C that are below scope(t) are left, and the states in enters(t) are entered.
Finally, building on these definitions, we introduce some additional ones that are used in Section 4. A transition t touches
another transition t ′ (or t ′ is touched by t) if t enters a state that is a source state of t ′:
touches(t, t ′)⇔ enters(t) ∩ source(t ′) 6= ∅.
For example, Off→On touches Blocked→Unblocked. However, Blocked→Unblocked does not touch On→Off, since On is
not in enters(Blocked→Unblocked).
A sequence of t1, t2, . . . , tn of transitions is a cycle if and only if touches(tn, t1) and for each pair ti, ti+1, where 0 < i < n,
touches(ti, ti+1).
3. Three execution semantics
This section formally defines the fixpoint, Statemate, and UML semantics for the syntax of statecharts defined in
Section 2. As semantic model we use symbolic transition systems [9], proposed under the name synchronous transition
systems in [35].
3.1. Symbolic transition systems
A symbolic transition system STS is a tuple (V , init, −→), where
• V is a finite set of typed variables on some typeddata domainD . A valuation onV is type-preservingmappingσ : V → D .
Denote byΣ(V ) the set of valuations on V .
• init is a first-order predicate over variables in V characterising the initial valuations.
• −→ is a transition predicate, a first-order predicate over variables in V , V ′ where unprimed variables refer to the current
valuation and primed ones to the next valuation. For example the predicate x = x′ + 1 relates a valuation σ to a next
valuation σ ′ if and only if σ ′(x) = σ(x)+ 1; we then write σ −→σ ′.
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A valuation is sometimes called a state or a snapshot [9,35]. However, to avoid confusion, in this paper the term ‘state’ refers
only to a statechart, not to an STS.
A run of an STS is an infinite sequence of valuations:
σ0σ1σ2 . . .
such that σ0 is initial, so σ0 satisfies init , and for each pair σi, σi+1 of valuations, σi−→σi+1, where i ≥ 0.
3.2. Fixpoint semantics
In the fixpoint semantics, a statechart maps to a symbolic transition system STSFP . Variables of STSFP are
• C : P (S) the current configuration, which is a set of states.
• I : P (E) the current set of input events.
In the initial valuation, the configuration is the default completion of root and there are no input events:
init = dcomp({root}) ∧ I = ∅.
In the fixpoint semantics, proposed by Pnueli and Shalev [40] to correct some inconsistencies in the first statechart
semantics [23], the system waits in a stable valuation for events to occur and takes a single step in response. To formalise
this, two kinds of transition predicates are needed. The first predicate, denoted→FPevent , models the occurrence of external
events in a stable valuation:
−→ FPevent ⇔ stableFP(C, I)
∧ C = C ′
∧ ∅ ⊂ I ′ ⊆ E .
A valuation is defined to be stable if there are no input events to be processed:
stableFP(C, I)⇔ I = ∅.
Next, if events I have occurred, the system reacts by taking a step St , formalised by transition predicate −→ FPstep. A peculiar
feature of the fixpoint semantics is that events generated in the current step are sensed immediately. That is, transitions
triggered by generated events are enabled immediately and are taken in the same step. Thus, generated internal events are
additional input events for the isStep predicate. Since for the fixpoint semantics, there is no existing priority rule, we use the
Statemate definition.
−→ FPstep ⇔ ¬stableFP(C, I)
∧ ∃St ⊆ T : isStep(St, C, I ∪ generated(St),≺SM)
∧ C ′ = nextConfig(C, St)
∧ I ′ = ∅.
Though this definition formalises the features of the fixpoint semantics listed in Table 1, it does not satisfy the causality
principle, which is satisfied by the formalisation of Pnueli and Shavel [40]. The causality principle requires that each
transition in a step must be (in)directly triggered by an external event. Our formalisation allows internal event generations
that are not triggered by any external event, which violates causality. For example, in the initial configuration of the
statechart in Fig. 5 in Section 4, a possible step in response to I = {f} is St = {s3−→s4, s5−→s6}. But then i and j are
generated spontaneously, violating causality, since f does not indirectly trigger any of the transitions in St . Instead, the step
semantics of Pnueli and Shalev would define St = ∅. However, in Section 4 we define a syntactic constraint (C2) that rules
out statecharts violating causality, rendering an additional semantic definition of causality superfluous.
Combining the two transition predicates, we have that a reaction in stable valuation σ0 to a set of external input events
is always a finite sequence consisting of two transitions
σ0−→ FPeventσ1−→ FPstepσ2,
where the first transition models the receiving of input events and the second transition the reaction to these input event.
It is impossible that a statechart diverges under the fixpoint semantics.
3.3. Statemate semantics
In the Statemate semantics, a statechart maps to a symbolic transition system STSSM . As in the fixpoint semantics,
variables of STSSM are
• C : P (S) the current configuration, which is a set of states.
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• I : P (E) the current set of input events.
The initial valuation is defined the same as for the previous semantics.
init = dcomp({root}) ∧ I = ∅.
Like the fixpoint semantics, the Statemate semantics uses two transition predicates. On the surface, these are very similar
to the ones defined for the fixpoint semantics, but as we will see, they differ subtly from them.
The first predicate, −→ SMevent , models the occurrence of one or more external events in a stable valuation:
−→ SMevent ⇔ stableSM(C, I)
∧ C = C ′
∧ ∅ ⊂ I ′ ⊆ E .
Note that this definition is identical to the one defined for the fixpoint semantics. However, the definition of stable valuation
is somewhat different. In Statemate, a valuation is stable if there are no input events to be processed and there are no enabled
transitions:
stableSM(C, I)⇔ I = ∅ ∧ enabled(C, I) = ∅.
The second transition predicate, −→ SMstep, models the taking of a step. A step is only taken if the current valuation is not
stable, i.e. there are some input events or some enabled transitions. The effect of taking a step is that a next configuration is
reached and that some internal events (actions of the transitions in the step) are generated. These generated events are put
in I ′. Transition relation −→ SMstep formalises this:
−→ SMstep ⇔ ¬stableSM(C, I)
∧ ∃St ⊆ T : isStep(St, C, I,≺SM)
∧ C ′ = nextConfig(C, St)
∧ I ′ = generated(St).
Again, note that this definition is similar to its counterpart in the fixpoint semantics. The major difference is that internally
generated events are sensed in the next step only, while these are sensed immediately in the fixpoint semantics.
Combining these transition predicates, we have that in Statemate a reaction to a set of external input events consists of
a sequence of steps, called a superstep:
σ0−→ SMeventσ1−→ SMstepσ2 . . . σn−1−→ SMstepσn,
where σ0, σn |= stableSM(C, I), and for every valuation σi, where 0 < i < n, σi 6|= stableSM(C, I). The sequence might be
infinite, inwhich case the statechart diverges. Then, for every valuation σiwith i > 0, we have σi 6|= stableSM(C, I). Examples
of diverging statecharts can be found in Section 4.
3.4. UML semantics
In the UML semantics, a statechart maps to a symbolic transition system STSUML. Variables of STSUML are
• C : P (S) the current configuration, which is a set of states, and
• q : E ∗ the current queue, which is a sequence of events.
For an event queue q = e1 . . . en ∈ E ∗, we introduce the following notation [9]:
• head(q) = e1 denotes the first event of q if q 6= ε, i.e. the q is not empty.
• tail(q) = e2 . . . en, where n ≥ 2, denotes qwith the first element removed, and tail(q) =  if n < 2.
• enqueue(e, q) = qe denotes the result of appending event e to q, and enqueue(E, q) denotes the result of appending all
events in E ⊆ E in some arbitrary order to q.
In the initial valuation the system is in the default completion of root and the queue has no input events:
init = dcomp({root}) ∧ q = .
For the UML semantics, three transition predicates are needed. The first predicate, denoted −→UMLevent , models the
occurrence of one or more external events, which are added to the queue. As in the other two semantics, such transitions
do not change the current configuration:
−→UMLevent ⇔ ∃E ⊆ E : E 6= ∅
∧ C = C ′
∧ q′ = enqueue(E, q).
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Note that in this semantics, unlike in the other two, external events can occur in both stable and unstable valuations. In
particular, they can occur while some other event is being processed.
Events in the queue are processed one by one. An event is processed if the current valuation is stable, i.e. there are no
enabled completion transitions:
stableUML(C, q)⇔ enabled(C,∅) = ∅.
In a stable valuation, the system processes the first event from the queue by taking a step. Note that an event can be either
external or internal, since generated events are also inserted in the queue:
−→UMLstep ⇔ q 6= ε
∧ stableUML(C, q)
∧ ∃St ⊆ T : isStep(St, C, {head(q)},≺UML)
∧ C ′ = nextConfig(C, St)
∧ q′ = enqueue(generated(St), tail(q)).
After the step has been taken, the current valuation can be unstable: there are some enabled completion transitions.
However, the next event can only be processed in a stable valuation. Therefore, the enabled completion transitions need to
be taken first.
−→UMLcompletionstep ⇔ ¬stableUML(C, q)
∧ ∃St ⊆ T : isStep(St, C,∅,≺UML)
∧ C ′ = nextConfig(C, St)
∧ q′ = enqueue(generated(St), q).
Combining these transition predicates, we have that a reaction in configuration C to processing an event from the queue
is typically a sequence
σ0−→UMLstep σ1−→UMLcompletionstepσ2−→UMLcompletionstepσ3 . . . σn−1−→UMLcompletionstepσn,
where σ0, σn |= stableUML(C, q). If there is a cycle of completion transitions, the sequence can be infinite: then for every
valuation σi, where i > 0, σi 6|= stableUML(C, q). Thus, a statechart can diverge, as in the Statemate semantics.
4. Constraints
We next define several constraints that are used in the theorems in Section 5. As mentioned in Section 1, in addition
to the three semantics, we also consider single-event Statemate, or seStatemate for short, a variant of the Statemate
semantics in which external events are constrained to occur one by one. We relate the fixpoint to the Statemate semantics,
the Statemate to the seStatemate semantics, and finally the seStatemate to the UML semantics. Therefore, the constraints
are grouped in three classes. As explained in Section 1, for the first two groups, we identify constraints that ensure that,
given a configuration, the effects of the system reactions under both semantics are similar, i.e., the same end configurations
are eventually reached. For the last group, we define constraints that ensure that under both semantics the same steps are
taken. This implies that the same end configurations are reached.
Each constraint is illustrated and motivated by presenting a counterexample statechart that violates it. Almost all of the
constraints are structural, to ensure that they can be easily checked. The only semantical constraint (on the UML semantics)
cannot be phrased as a structural constraint. In the definitions of the constraints, we use notions and concepts that were
formally defined in Section 2. Formalisations are only provided if the informal definitions are ambiguous. We use the term
‘stable configuration C ’ to denote a stable valuation with configuration C . As explained in Section 2, we only list the basic
states of a configuration. In the example statecharts, events e and f are external whereas events i, j, k and l are internal.
4.1. Fixpoint and Statemate semantics
Completion transitions. Under the fixpoint semantics, an enabled completion transition is only taken if some trigger event
occurs, even though it does not need any trigger event to become enabled. While under the Statemate semantics a
completion transition is taken as soon as it becomes enabled. This leads to a difference in behaviour, as illustrated by Fig. 4.
Under the fixpoint semantics, if in the initial configuration event e occurs, the next stable configuration will be {s2, s5, s7}.
Next, to take the completion transition s2→s3 another trigger event must occur; then configuration {s3, s5, s8} is reached,
so s8 is reachable under the fixpoint semantics. Under the Statemate semantics, the behaviour is quite different. If in the
initial configuration e occurs, eventually stable configuration {s3, s5, s7} is reached, so s2→s3 is taken. But internal event k
is processed while the system is in state s6. Consequently, state s8 is unreachable under the Statemate semantics.
We resolve this difference in behaviour by ruling out completion transitions.
C1 There are no completion transitions.
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Fig. 4. Statechart to illustrate constraint C1.
Fig. 5. Statechart to illustrate constraint C2.
Divergence. Under the fixpoint semantics, a statechart cannot diverge since after each reaction a stable valuation is entered.
While under the Statemate semantics divergence is possible, either due to a cycle of completion transitions (ruled out by
C1) or to a cycle of internally generated trigger events. For an example of the latter, if in the initial configuration of Fig. 5
event e occurs, the system diverges and will not respond if f occurs next.
We observe that in a diverging statechart a transition triggers itself indirectly. To define the constraint that rules out
divergence by internally generated events, we need to define indirect triggering first.Wewrite t + t ′ to denote a sequence
of transitions t1, t2, . . . , tn, with t1 = t and tn = t ′, such that for every ti, ti+1, where 0 < i < n, ti  ti+1. If t + t , then
t triggers itself indirectly. For example, in Fig. 5, transition s3→s4 indirectly triggers itself. Therefore, to guarantee absence
of a cyclic chain of trigger events, we require that the triggers relation+ is acyclic:
C2 A transition does not indirectly trigger itself.
This constraint also rules out statecharts that violate causality under the fixpoint semantics (see Section 3.2). Such
statecharts allow spontaneous event generations. However, a spontaneous event generation is only possible if there is a
set of transitions triggering each other, which is ruled out by C2.
Event generation. Under the fixpoint semantics, events generated in a step are sensed in the same step, while under the
Statemate semantics they are sensed in the next step. Three differences in behaviour are the result.
First, under the fixpoint semantics, external and internal transitions can be enabled in the same valuation. Under the
Statemate semantics, this is impossible. Consequently, if an enabled external transition conflicts with an enabled internal
one, the internal transitionmight disable the external one under the fixpoint semantics, but under the Statemate semantics
the external transition is always chosen first. Fig. 6 illustrates this issue. If in the initial configuration events e and foccur, then
under the fixpoint semantics, the next stable configuration is either {s2, s4} or {s2, s5}. If the latter configuration is reached,
the internal transition with trigger i has been taken, even though f occurs simultaneously with e. Under the Statemate
semantics, the next stable configuration will always be {s2, s4}. Leveson et al. [30] first noted this issue, but attributed it
mistakenly to the Statemate semantics [17].
Constraint C3 rules out statecharts like the ones shown in Fig. 6 by forbidding conflicts between external and internal
transitions:
C3 An external transition does not conflict with an internal transition.
Second, under the Statemate semantics some internal transitions can be taken that cannot be taken under the fixpoint
semantics. More precisely, under the Statemate semantics, an internal transition that becomes relevant in a reaction can be
taken in that same reaction, whereas under the fixpoint semantics, such a transition can only be taken in the next reaction,
when the next external events occur. For example, if e occurs in the initial configuration of Fig. 7, under the Statemate
semantics stable configuration {s3} is reached next. But under the fixpoint semantics, stable configuration {s2} is reached
next, and the system stays in s2, since the only transition generating i has already been taken.
In Fig. 7, a triggered transition is made relevant by its triggering transition, and thus is inconsistent with the triggering
transition. But this is impossible under the fixpoint semantics, since that semantics only allows triggering between
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Fig. 6. Statechart to illustrate constraint C3.
Fig. 7. Statechart to illustrate constraint C4.
Fig. 8. Statechart to illustrate constraint C5.
consistent transitions. To rule out statecharts like Fig. 7, we therefore forbid event generations between inconsistent
transitions:
C4 Each transition only triggers transitions that are consistent with it.
However, Constraint C4 is not sufficient to rule out the second difference, since an internal transition that becomes
relevant in a reaction can also be triggered by a transition in a parallel branch. There are two cases: the internal transition is
made relevant by an external transition, or by another internal transition. For the first case, consider Fig. 8, where external
transition s3−→s4makes relevant internal transition s4−→s5. If in the initial configuration events e and f occur, then under
the fixpoint semantics stable configuration {s2, s4} is entered, and s4 stays active, since the only transition generating i has
been taken already. Under the Statemate semantics, however, stable configuration {s2, s5} is entered, because i is responded
to while s4 is active.
To rule out such statecharts, we require that if an internal transition ti is touched by an external transition te, so te can
make ti relevant, then te is not consistent with the transitions triggering ti. This ensures that ti gets only triggered if te has
been taken. Note that this constraint allows Fig. 7, since s1→s2 is consistent with itself.
C5 If an internal transition is touched by an external transition, the external transition is not consistent with any
transition triggering the internal transition:
∀ti, te, t ∈ T : internal(ti) ∧ external(te) ∧ touches(te, ti) ∧ t  ti⇒¬consistent(t, te).
For the second case, consider Fig. 9(a), where internal transition s5−→s6 makes relevant internal transition s6−→s7. If
in the initial configuration event e occurs, under the fixpoint semantics stable configuration {s2, s4, s6} is reached, whereas
under the Statemate semantics stable configuration {s2, s4, s7} is reached, since k is sensed and processedwhen s6 is active.
The problem here is caused by two inconsistent internal transitions that are triggered by transitions that are consistent.
A third difference is that under the fixpoint semantics additional internal transitions can be taken that cannot be taken
under the Statemate semantics. Under the fixpoint semantics, all internal transitions that are taken in a reaction, become
simultaneously enabled. Under the Statemate semantics, a reaction has multiple steps and an internal transition taken in
step i + 1, where i > 0, gets only enabled after step i has been done. If consistent transitions generate events that trigger
conflicting (and thus inconsistent) transitions, this can lead to a difference in behaviour, as illustrated by Fig. 9(b). In the
initial configuration, if e and f occur, then under the fixpoint semantics events j and k are sensed and processed while the
system is in s7, and either stable configuration {s2, s4, s6, s8} or stable configuration {s2, s4, s6, s9} is reached next. But under
the Statemate semantics, the next stable configuration is always {s2, s4, s6, s8}, because k is sensed and processed while the
system is in s8.
To rule out statecharts such as shown in Fig. 9, constraint C6 states that the transitions triggered by two different
consistent transitions should be consistent too:
C6 If two different transitions are consistent, then the transitions they trigger are consistent with each other.
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Fig. 9. Statecharts to illustrate constraint C6.
Fig. 10. Statechart to illustrate constraint C7.
Fig. 11. Statechart to illustrate constraint C8.
Table 3
Constraints for conflicting transitions
C3 An external transition does not conflict with an internal transition.
C9 An external transition does not conflict with a completion transition.
C10 A completion transition does not conflict with an internal transition.
C11 If two completion transitions are conflicting, they have the same sources.
4.2. Statemate and seStatemate semantics
Divergence. To relate the Statemate and single-event Statemate semantics, we do not need to drop completion transitions.
Consequently, to rule out divergence, we need to impose a constraint, in addition to Constraint C2. Under the Statemate
semantics, a statechart satisfying C2 can still diverge, because each stepmight result in a configuration inwhich a completion
transition is enabled (see Fig. 10).
The following constraint rules out this divergence:
C7 There is no cycle of completion transitions.
However, C7 is not sufficient to rule out all divergence, since a diverging cycle may consist of a sequence of internal and
completion transitions. For example, the statechart in Fig. 11 diverges, but does not violate C7 (nor C2). To rule out such
cycles, we put the following constraint:
C8 An internal transition is not touched by a completion transition.
This constraint is also needed in the sequel to rule out differences caused by event generation.
Conflicts. Conflicts between transitions might result in different behaviour under the Statemate and seStatemate
semantics. Table 3 shows constraints that rule out suchdifferences. Fig. 12 shows for each constraint a statechart that violates
it, if under the Statemate semantics events e and f occur simultaneously.
Constraint C3 was already introduced in the previous subsection. Violation of this constraint may also lead to differences
in behaviour under the Statemate and seStatemate semantics, as shown in Fig. 12(a). If in the initial configuration events e
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Fig. 12. Statecharts to illustrate the constraints in Table 3.
and f occur, then under the Statemate semantics the configuration will become {s2, s5}. Under the seStatemate semantics,
if e occurs before f, stable configuration {s2, s4} is reached eventually. If f occurs before e, eventually stable configuration
{s2, s6} is reached. Both configurations differ from the stable configuration reached under the Statemate semantics.
Constraint C9 rules out conflicts between external and completion transitions. To motivate it, consider the statechart in
Fig. 12(b), which violates the constraint. If in the initial configuration both e and f occur, then under the Statemate semantics
the next stable configuration will be {s2, s4}. If e occurs before f, eventually stable configuration {s5} will be reached; if f
occurs before e, eventually stable configuration {s6}. In both cases, a different stable configuration than under the Statemate
semantics is reached.
Constraint C10 rules out conflicts between completion and internal transitions. An example of such a conflict is shown in
the statechart in Fig. 12(c). If in the initial configuration events e and f occur, then under the Statemate semantics the next
stable configuration will be {s9}. Under the seStatemate semantics, whether e occurs before f or vice versa, always stable
configuration {s2, s4, s6, s8} is reached eventually, which differs from the stable configuration reached under the Statemate
semantics.
Constraint C11 requires that conflicting completion transitions have the same sources. The statechart in Fig. 12(d) shows
conflicting completion transitions with different sources. If in the initial configuration events e and f occur, then under the
Statemate semantics the next stable configuration could be {s7}. Under the seStatemate semantics, this configuration is
not reachable. Whether e occurs before f or vice versa, stable configuration {s3, s6} is always reached next.
Event generation. Under the Statemate semantics, events are processed in parallel, and hence events are generated in
parallel as well. Under the seStatemate semantics, events are processed one by one, and hence events are generated
sequentially. The constraints defined to rule out the resulting differences in behaviour are listed in Table 4. All constraints
have been defined already, but the motivating examples we present next are new and are all related to differences in
behaviour due to event generation.
Constraint C4 is needed again, as illustrated by Fig. 13. Under the Statemate semantics, if in the initial configuration
events e and f occur, stable configuration {s6} is reached. Under the seStatemate semantics, if e occurs before f, then
eventually stable configuration {s2, s4} is reached. If f occurs before e, then eventually stable configuration {s2, s5} is reached.
Both configurations are different from the stable configuration reached under the Statemate semantics. Constraint C4 rules
out the statechart in Fig. 13.
Constraint C5 is needed again too, as shown by the example statechart in Fig. 14, which violates the constraint.
Under the Statemate semantics, if in the initial configuration e and f occur, then either stable configuration {s2, s7} or
stable configuration {s3, s6} is reached. Whereas under the seStatemate semantics, if e occurs before f, eventually stable
configuration {s2, s6} is reached, while if f occurs before e, then eventually stable configuration {s4, s6} is reached.
Constraint C6 is also needed, as demonstrated by the statechart in Fig. 15, which violates it. Under the Statemate
semantics, if in the initial configuration e and f occur, then stable configuration {s2, s4, s7} is reached. Note that j is
ignored, since it is processed while s6 is active. Under the seStatemate semantics, if e occurs before f, then eventually stable
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Table 4
Constraints for event generation
C4 Each transition only triggers transitions that are consistent with it.
C5 If an internal transition is touched by an external transition, the external
transition is not consistent with any transition triggering the internal
transition.
C6 If two different transitions are consistent, then the transitions they trigger are
consistent with each other.
C8 An internal transition is not touched by a completion transition.
Fig. 13. Statechart to illustrate constraint C4 for Statemate/seStatemate.
Fig. 14. Statechart to illustrate constraint C5 for Statemate/seStatemate.
Fig. 15. Statechart to illustrate constraint C6 for Statemate/seStatemate.
Fig. 16. Another statechart to illustrate constraint C8.
configuration {s2, s4, s8} is reached. If f occurs before e, then eventually stable configuration {s2, s5, s7} is reached. Both
stable configurations differ from the one reached under the Statemate semantics.
Constraint C8 is needed again too, because under the seStatemate semantics some internal transitions can be taken in
a reaction that cannot be taken under the Statemate semantics. To illustrate this, consider the statechart in Fig. 16, which
violates C8. If in the initial configuration events e and f occur, under the Statemate semantics the next stable configuration
will be {s2, s6} because i is processedwhile the system is in s5. Under the seStatemate semantics, however, if e occurs before
f then eventually stable configuration {s3, s6} is reached, while if f occurs before e, stable configuration {s2, s7} is reached
eventually.
Extra effects. The same external event can trigger different transitions. Combinedwith the differences between single-event
and parallel-event processing, this might have the effect that under the seStatemate semantics some additional transitions
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Fig. 17. Statechart to illustrate constraint C12.
Fig. 18. Another statechart to illustrate constraint C12.
Fig. 19. Yet another statechart to illustrate constraint C12.
are taken when trying to simulate a Statemate reaction. To illustrate this, consider Fig. 17. Under the Statemate semantics,
if in the initial configuration events e and f occur, then the next stable configuration will be {s2, s5}. Under the seStatemate
semantics, if e occurs before f, then stable configuration {s3, s5} is reached, whereas if f occurs before e, stable configuration
{s2, s6} is reached. In both cases, a transition is taken that is not taken under the Statemate semantics, so under the
seStatemate semantics events e and f have unavoidable extra effects. The effects are unavoidable in the sense that they
cannot be avoided by changing the order of event processing.
Fig. 18 gives another example. If in the initial configuration events e and f occur, then under the Statemate semantics a
possible next configuration is {s2, s6}, so the step contains one transition triggered by e and one by f. But this configuration
is not reachable under the seStatemate semantics, since either both transitions triggered by e (leading to configuration {s2,
s5}) or both transitions triggered by f (leading to {s3, s6}) are taken. Again, e and f have unavoidable extra effects under the
seStatemate semantics.
To define a constraint that rules out these two statecharts and similar ones, we introduce a relation prec(e, e′) that is true
if and only if e is to be processed before e′ to avoid extra effects. The constraint, defined below, requires that prec is acyclic.
Before we formally define prec , we illustrate two aspects of its definition by means of the two counterexamples.
First, if two external transitions t1, t2 touch each other, so touch(t1, t2), and their trigger events occur simultaneously
under the Statemate semantics, then the event of the touched transition t2 should be processed first to avoid that t2 gets
taken extra. For example, in Fig. 17, event f should be processed before e to avoid that s2→s3 is taken extra. However, e
should be processed before f to avoid that s5→s6 is taken extra, so the prec relation is cyclic.
A more complicated case is shown in Fig. 19. Here, transitions s4→s5 and s6→s7 do not touch each other directly, but
indirectly through a completion transition. Still a similar problem occurs: f needs to be processed before e to avoid that
s6→s7 is taken extra under the seStatemate semantics. But the example is even more complex. Though transition s8→s9
does not touch s2→s3, it does make that transition relevant, since it triggers s1→s2 which makes s2→s3 relevant. From
this relation, we have that e should be processed before f to avoid extra effects, i.e. the taking of s2→s3. Combining these
two precedence constraints, we again have that the prec relation is cyclic.
To cater for all this, we define a relation makesRelevant ⊆ T × T . Let t, t ′ be two transitions. Then t makes t ′ relevant,
writtenmakesRelevant(t, t ′) if there is a transition t ′′ touching t ′ and either
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Fig. 20. Final statechart to illustrate constraint C12.
• t ′′ is external and t = t ′′;
• t ′′ is internal and t ′′ is consistent with t and t indirectly triggers t ′′;
• t ′′ is a completion transition and t makes t ′′ relevant.
Formally,makesRelevant(t, t ′) is defined to be the smallest predicate satisfying:
∃t ′′ ∈ T : touches(t ′′, t ′) ∧ ( (external(t ′′) ∧ t = t ′′)
∨(internal(t ′′) ∧ t + t ′′ ∧ consistent(t, t ′′))
∨(completion(t ′′) ∧makesRelevant(t, t ′′)) ).
If t makes t ′ relevant, then event(t ′) should be processed before event(t), so prec(event(t ′), event(t)).
For the second aspect, consider again Fig. 18. If two transitions t1, t2 are conflicting and there is a transition t3 consistent
with t1 and with the same trigger event as t1, then under the Statemate semantics a possible step contains both t2 and t3. To
ensure that both these transitions are taken under the seStatemate semantics, the event of t2 should be processed before
that of t1/t3. For example, in Fig. 18, event f should be processed before e, to ensure that transition s1→s3 can be taken
under the seStatemate as well as Statemate semantics. But by similar reasoning e should be processed before f, so the prec
relation is again cyclic.
This problem with conflicting external transitions also occurs if t1 is making relevant another transition with the same
trigger event as t2. For example, for Fig. 20 we have (first aspect) that f should be processed before e since s1→s2 makes
s2→s3 relevant. But if under the Statemate semantics step {s1→s2} is taken, event e should be processed before f to
simulate this step under the seStatemate semantics. Again, the prec relation is cyclic.
Formalising these two aspects, we have the following definition:
prec(e, e′) ⇔ e 6= e′ ∧ ∃t, t ′ ∈ T : event(t) = e ∧ event(t ′) = e′ ∧
(makesRelevant(t ′, t)
∨(conflict(t, t ′) ∧ ∃t ′′ ∈ T : event(t ′′) = e′ ∧
(consistent(t ′′, t) ∨makesRelevant(t, t ′′)) ).
Next, we require that prec is acyclic. Figs. 17, 18 and 20 illustrate basic cases in which prec is cyclic. However, there are
also more complex cases, for example Fig. 19.
C12 The prec relation is acyclic.
Note that C12 does not rule out all conflicting transitions. Phrased differently, two conflicting transitions are not sufficient
to get a cyclic prec relation between the two trigger events of the transitions. For example, Fig. 2 is allowed by C12, even
though there are several conflicting transitions in the statechart, because for example events card ok and card not ok each
trigger only one transition, and thus do not have extra effects.
Final remarks. Most of the counterexamples presented in this subsection have some external event that triggers multiple
transitions. Putting a constraint that states that each external event triggers at most one transition would rule out the
presented counterexamples for C3, C4, C5, C6, C12 and C13.While such a constraint would indeedmake constraints C12 and
C13 superfluous, C3, C4, C5, and C6 are still needed then, as shown by Fig. 21. Each of the alternative counterexamples in
Fig. 21 satisfy the newconstraint, even for internal events, yet exhibit different behaviour for the Statemate and seStatemate
semantics. Table 5 shows the stable configurations reached from the initial configurations if external events e and f occur
simultaneously or one by one. For each of the example statecharts, the reached stable configurations are different. This shows
that it is not straightforward to find alternative constraints that rule out all differences in behaviour for the Statemate and
seStatemate semantics.
4.3. seStatemate and UML semantics
As explained in Section 1, we will relate the seStatemate and UML semantics by showing that they can take the same
steps in response to the same input events. To make this work, we have to identify several constraints.
First, we have to ensure that transitions triggered by the same trigger event have the same priority under different
semantics. Otherwise, both semantics construct different steps in response to some input event because they use different
priority rules. For example, if in the initial configuration of Fig. 22 event e occurs, then step {A→s3} would be constructed if
the Statemate priority rule were used, whereas step {s1→s2} would be the result if the UML priority rule were used. To rule
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Fig. 21. Alternative statecharts that violate C3 (a), C4 (b), C5 (c), and C6 (d).
Table 5
Different stable configurations reached from the initial configuration of the statecharts
in Fig. 21
(a) (b) (c) (d)
e and f simultaneously {s2, s5} {s6} {s3, s6} {s2, s4, s6} or {s2, s4, s8}
e before f {s2, s6} {s2, s4} {s3, s5} {s2, s4, s7}
f before e {s3, s5} {s5} {s2, s6} {s2, s4, s9}
Fig. 22. Statechart to illustrate constraint C13.
Fig. 23. Statechart to illustrate constraint C14.
out such differences, we require that conflicting transitions have the same sources and the same scope. From the definitions
of the two priority rules (see Section 2), it then follows that with this constraint two conflicting transitions with the same
trigger event have equal priority under both semantics.
C13 Two conflicting transitions with the same trigger event have the same sources and the same scope.
Next, though under the seStatemate semantics external events occur one by one, internal events can still be processed
in parallel, which is impossible under the UML semantics. Consequently, different steps can be taken under both semantics.
For example, if in the initial configuration of Fig. 23 event e occurs, then after step {s1→s2} step {s3→s4, s5→s6} is taken.
This latter step cannot be taken under the UML semantics, since i and j are then processed one by one, not in parallel.
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Fig. 24. Statechart to illustrate constraint C15.
Fig. 25. Statechart to illustrate constraint C10 for seStatemate/UML.
Fig. 26. Statechart to illustrate constraint C8 for seStatemate/UML.
Fig. 27. Statechart to illustrate constraint C16.
We therefore require that each transition generates at most one event (C14). However, that constraint still allows
statecharts that generate more than one event in a step. If in the initial configuration of Fig. 24 event e occurs, then two
events are generated in response. We therefore also require that two consistent transitions with the same trigger event
generate the same event (C15). So then either no event or one single event is generated.
C14 Each transition generates at most one event.
C15 Two consistent transitions having the same trigger event generate the same event.
Another difference in behaviour is due to completion transitions. Under the UML semantics, events are only processed
if no completion transitions are enabled, so completion transitions have priority over internal transitions. Consequently, if
an internal transition conflicts with a completion one, the completion transition is always taken under the UML semantics,
whereas under the seStatemate semantics, the internal one can also be taken. For example, if in the initial configuration of
Fig. 25 event e occurs, then under the UML semantics always {s4} is reached, so the internal transition is never taken. But
under the seStatemate semantics a possible configuration is {s3}. To rule out this difference, we require that completion and
internal transitions do not conflict (constraint C10). Note that Fig. 25 also violates C4, but this constraintwe do not need here.
However, C8 is needed too, since an internal transition that is made relevant by a completion transition can be taken
extra under the UML semantics. Fig. 26 gives an example. If in the initial configuration e occurs, then under the seStatemate
semantics always s3 is reached, since i is processed while the system is in s2. Moreover, s4 is not reachable, since i has
been generated already. Under the UML semantics, however, s4 is reached, since i is only processed after the completion
transition s2−→s3 has been taken, so internal transition s3−→s4 is taken extra compared to the seStatemate reaction.
Another consequence of the priority of completion transitions in UML is that under the UML semantics, a step does
not contain both internal and completion transitions, which is possible under the seStatemate semantics. For example, if
in the initial configuration of Fig. 27 event e occurs, under the seStatemate semantics the second step taken is {s2→s3,
s4→s5}. But under the UML semantics, the second step is {s2→s3} and s4→s5 is taken only in the third step. To rule out
this difference, we require that internal and completion transitions are inconsistent.
C16 A completion transition is not consistent with an internal transition.
Finally, in Statemate internally generated events are processed immediately, i.e. before the next external events occur. In
the UML, however, internal and external events are processed interleaved. Thus, for the statechart in Fig. 28, if in the initial
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Fig. 28. Statechart to illustrate constraint C17.
Fig. 29. Statechart for remove control of TV [25,37].
Fig. 30. Statechart of early warning system [20,24].
configuration e occurs followed by f, under the UML semantics a possible sequence of steps is {s1→s2}, {s3→s4}, {s5→s6},
namely if f is processed before i. Under the seStatemate semantics, however, such a sequence of steps is impossible.
To rule out this difference in behaviour, we require that, under the UML semantics, internal events have priority over
external ones. This is the only constraint that is defined on the semantics, not on the syntax of statecharts. The only possible
syntactical constraint in this case is to forbid internal transitions. However, that would rule out a whole range of statecharts
that are still admissible with the current constraint.
C17 Under the UML semantics, internal events have priority over external events.
4.4. Evaluation
To evaluate the applicability of the constraints,wehave selected three example statechart designs from the literature, one
representative for each semantics; see Figs. 29–32. We tried to select statecharts that are based on real-world examples and
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Fig. 31. Statechart of coil driver [10,11].
Fig. 32. Statechart of communication gnome [10,11].
that use orthogonal states and internal event broadcasting, since the presented counterexamples show that these features
cause most differences in behaviour. Unfortunately, for the UML semantics such an example statechart design does not
seem to exist. Though event-based communication is used quite frequently in UML designs, such communication is between
different statecharts (objects), not between orthogonal states of a single UML statechart. To illustrate this, we selected a few
statecharts from aUML design of a cardiac pacemaker [10]; see Figs. 31 and 32. The notationO−→GEN(e) specifies that event
e is generated and sent to object O. To ease the presentation, the UML statecharts have been simplified along the lines of
an earlier version of the design [11], by aggregating a few BASIC nodes in which internal processing is done. Moreover, the
non-send actions have been simplified, since these are not relevant here.
Since both exampleUML statecharts are sequential and donot use internal events, they satisfymost constraints in a trivial
way. Constraint C17 is not mentioned in the text [10,11], so it is not satisfied. To make the UML example more interesting,
a single UML statechart could be constructed in which the two statecharts execute in parallel, and in which the sending of
events to other objects is replaced by internal event broadcasting. However, under the UML semantics, the behaviour of such
a statechart is not equivalent to the combined behaviour of the individual statecharts, so from a semantic point of view such
an operation is not very meaningful. Moreover, the structure of such a statechart would resemble very much the examples
shown in Figs. 29 and 30.
We therefore only consider the examples in Figs. 29 and 30 to test the constraints. Both examples violate constraints C3,
C5, C12, and C17, but satisfy all other constraints. Note thatmost other constraints are trivially satisfied, since the statecharts
do not use, for example, completion transitions. Constraint C17, which was defined on the UML semantics, is naturally not
satisfied by the two examples, neither of which are UML-based. We now analyse the other constraint violations, to check
whether the examples really exhibit different behaviour under the different semantics, or whether the constraints are too
restrictive.
Constraint C3 (An external transition does not conflict with an internal transition) is violated in both cases by an
external transition that conflicts with an internal transition with lower scope. For example, in Fig. 30 external transition
Connected−→Not Connected conflicts with internal transition Idle−→Measuring. According to the Statemate priority rule,
which we also used for the fixpoint semantics, the external transition has priority over the internal transition if both are
enabled. According to the UML priority rule, the internal transition has priority. Thus, both examples exhibit indeed different
behaviour for these different semantics. However, for the fixpoint, Statemate and seStatemate semantics, constraint C3 can
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be relaxed to: If an external transition conflicts with an internal transition, then the external transition has priority over the
internal transition. While the relaxed version of C3 allows Figs. 29 and 30, like C3 it rules out the counterexamples shown
in Figs. 6 and 12(a). But then relation prec needs to be extended, since the difference in behaviour needs to be reconciled
by processing the trigger of the external transition (event disconnect for the example), before the trigger of the external
transition (event execute for the example) that (in)directly triggers the internal transition.
Constraint C5 (If an internal transition is touched by an external transition, the external transition is not consistent with
any transition triggering the internal transition) is violated in both cases, and indeed indicates a difference in behaviour
for both statecharts under the fixpoint, Statemate and seStatemate (and thus UML) semantics. For example, if in Fig. 30 in
configuration {Wait for Command, Not Connected} events execute and connect occur, then under the fixpoint semantics the
next stable configuration is {Wait for Command, Idle} (since generated event go does not trigger any relevant transition),
while under the Statemate semantics the next stable configuration is {Wait for Command, Measuring} (since go triggers
a transition in the second step of the Statemate reaction). Under the seStatemate semantics, if execute occurs before
connect, then the next stable configuration is {Wait for Command, Idle}, but if connect occurs before execute, the next stable
configuration is {Comparing, Measuring}. Thus, in the same configuration and with the same input events, under all three
semantics different end configurations are reached.
Both examples also violate C12 (The prec relation is acyclic), because in both statecharts there is a cycle of external
transitions. For example, in Fig. 30 there is a cycle of two transitions that are triggered by connect and disconnect events.
Since both transitions make each other relevant, the prec relation is cyclic. Nevertheless, for Fig. 30 the behaviour under the
Statemate and seStatemate semantics can be the same, if the event that triggers an irrelevant transition is processed before
the event that triggers a relevant transition. However, such a precedence ordering on events uses the notion of relevant
transition, which depends on the current configuration. In contrast, the formalisation of prec in Section 4.2 defines a static
precedence ordering on events which is independent from any configuration. Extending prec to incorporate configurations
will lead to a constraint that is much more difficult and expensive to check than C12.
Moreover, the statechart in Fig. 29 would even violate such a relaxed version of C12. To see why, suppose the statechart
is in CH1 and events 1 and 2 occur simultaneously. Then under the Statemate semantics, the next state is either CH1 or CH2.
In both cases, only a single transition is taken and a single internal event sm is generated. Under the seStatemate semantics,
either 1 occurs before 2 or vice versa. In both cases, also either CH1 or CH2 is reached next, but different transitions are
taken compared to the Statemate reaction. For example, if CH1 is reached next, then in the Statemate reaction transition
CH1−→CH1 has been taken, but in the seStatemate reaction transitions CH1−→CH2 and CH2−→CH1 (so 2 is then processed
before 1). Consequently, two internal sm events are generated in the seStatemate reaction, rather than one. Thus, even
though the same next states are coincidentally entered under both semantics, different transitions are taken and different
events are generated. Therefore, the statechart in Fig. 29 behaves differently under the Statemate and seStatemate (and
thus UML) semantics.
In sum, constraints C3, C5, and C12 seem to be easily violated by existing statechart designs. Perhaps not entirely
coincidental, constraints C5 and C12 also have the most complex definitions. However, the statechart designs that violate
these constraints exhibit different behaviour for the different semantics. Thus, the constraints do not seemoverly restrictive.
4.5. Conclusion
Table 6 summarises the constraints that we defined to rule out the presented counterexamples. Most constraints are
syntactic, except the last one, which is defined on the semantics of UML. Thus, they can be easily checked. The constraints
are used in the theorems of the next section. The constraints for the seStatemate vs. UML case ensure that under both
semantics the same steps are taken, which implies that for each reaction the same end configurations are reached. For the
weaker relation that the seStatemate and UML reactions lead to the same end configurations (without necessarily taking
the same steps), only constraints C8, C10, C13 and C17 are needed.
Some constraints are arbitrary, in the sense that the presented counterexamples could be resolved in different ways. For
example, instead of C7, C8, C9, C11, and C16, we could have adopted C1, which rules out completion transitions altogether,
and thus is much more restrictive. However, our aim has been to define constraints that allow as many statechart designs
as possible. Though in principle other sets of constraints can be defined, the discussion at the end of Section 4.2 shows
that this is not straightforward. An alternative set of constraints may rule out the counterexamples presented in this paper,
but alternative counterexamples may exist that it does not rule out. Moreover, most of the presented counterexamples, for
instance for the most complex constraints C5 and C12, are rather simple. Therefore, it does not seem that straightforward
to find alternative constraints that are more simple, yet less restrictive, than the ones we defined.
The evaluation of the constraints on a few existing, real-world statechart designs suggests that especially constraints C3,
C5 and C12 are easily violated. However, the violating statechart designs do indeed exhibit different behaviour under the
different statechart semantics, so the constraints do not seem overly restrictive. Moreover, this suggests that in practice, a
statechart design is likely to exhibit different behaviour for the different semantics,which hampers ameaningful exchange of
statechart designs among both designers and tools. However, to reach a final conclusion, the constraints need to be evaluated
on a large set of industrial statechart designs, which is outside the scope of this paper.
To simplify the constraints, ruling out completion and internal transitions seemsmost fruitful. In that case, all constraints
but C12 and C13 are automatically satisfied. Though such a simplification rules out a whole range of statecharts that are
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Table 6







C1 There are no completion transitions x
C2 A transition does not indirectly trigger itself x x
C3 An external transition does not conflict with an internal transition x x
C4 Each transition only triggers transitions that are consistent with it x x
C5 If an internal transition is touched by an external transition, the
external transition is not consistent with any transition triggering the
internal transition
x x
C6 If two different transitions are consistent, then the transitions they
trigger are consistent with each other
x x
C7 There is no cycle of completion transitions x
C8 An internal transition is not touched by a completion transition x x
C9 An external transition does not conflict with a completion transition x
C10 A completion transition does not conflict with an internal transition x x
C11 If two completion transitions are conflicting, they have the same
sources
x
C12 The prec relation is acyclic x
C13 Two conflicting transitionswith the same trigger event have the same
sources and same scope
x
C14 Each transition generates at most one event x
C15 Two consistent transitions having the same trigger event generate the
same event
x
C16 A completion transition is not consistent with an internal transition x
C17 Under the UML semantics, internal events have priority over external
events
x
allowed by the current constraint set, there is empirical evidence in support of such a restriction. Our formalisation does not
cover activities. If activities are considered, then in UML statechart designs, a completion transition is typically enabled if
all internal activities in its source states have been completed, whereas in Statemate a completion transition is enabled as
soon as its sources have been entered. Statemate expresses completion of an activity by a separate event, whereas UML uses
completion (empty) events for this. Consequently, completion transitions can signify something different in Statemate and
UML if activities are considered. Moreover, none of the fixpoint and Statemate statechart designs we found in the literature
use completion (null) events. Regarding internal transitions, according to Leveson et al. [29] internal events are one of the
key constructs that lead to errors in statechart designs. Instead, they propose to use data dependencies to determine the
order in which transitions are taken, rather than relying on a specific statechart semantics. Independently, UML statecharts
seem to follow this modelling style, since UML statecharts do not use internal event broadcasting very often.
5. Relation
We relate the different semantics pairwise to each other (fixpoint to Statemate, Statemate to seStatemate and
seStatemate to UML), and show that the semantics are equivalent for linear, stuttering-closed, separable properties. As
motivated in Section 1, we prove for the first two groups that given a configuration, the effects of the system reactions
under the different semantics are similar, so the same end configurations are eventually reached. For the last group, we
prove that the same steps are taken, which implies that the same end configurations are reached. The constraints defined
in the previous section are used in the theorems and proofs.
5.1. Preliminaries
We introduce some concepts and notations for transition systems and statecharts thatwe use in the theorems and proofs.
Transition systems. Given two STSes STS1 = (V1, init1, −→ 1) and STS2 = (V2, init2, −→ 2), let R ⊆ Σ1 × Σ2 be a relation
on their valuations. Consider runs pi1 = s0, s1, . . . of STS1 and pi2 = t0, t1 . . . of STS2. Runs pi1 and pi2 are stuttering R-
equivalent [5,12] if and only if there exists infinite sequences of natural numbers i0 = 0 < i1 < i2 . . . and k0 = 0 < k1 <
k2 . . . such that for all j ≥ 0, for all ij ≤ l < ij+1 and kj ≤ m < kj+1, sl R tm.
Next, we introduce notation for describing a sequence of transitions between stable valuations. Let σ , σ ′ be two
stable valuations that are both either fixpoint, Statemate or UML valuations. If σ −→σ1−→ · · · −→σn−→σ ′ such that each
intermediary valuation σi is unstable, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we write σ − σ ′.
Finally, given a state s ∈ S, we write σ |= in(s) if s ∈ σ(C).
Statecharts. In the sequel, we sometimes use the concept of a sequential component of a statechart, which identifies a
maximal subset of the statechart not containing any parallelism. Formally defined, a sequential component of a statechart
is a maximal set X ⊆ S of states such that for any x, y ∈ X:
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• x and y are inconsistent, or
• x and y are ancestrally related.
Thus, if a configuration contains two states of a sequential component, they are hierarchically related. For example, Fig. 2 has
two sequential components: {root , Off, On, Turnstile Control, Blocked, Unblocked} and {root , Off, On, Card Reader Control,
Ready, Card Entered, Turnstile Unblocked}.
5.2. From fixpoint semantics to Statemate and back
Before we prove that fixpoint runs are stuttering equivalent to Statemate runs with respect to sequential components,
we introduce a general lemma and theorem that we use in the sequel. The general lemma states that the activation of a state
s in a valuation σ ′ can be computed from some previous valuation σ and the steps taken to reach σ ′ from σ .
Lemma 1. Let σ be a valuation, s a state, and let St1, St2, . . ., Stk be a sequence of steps that is taken such that a valuation σ ′ is
reached.
σ ′ |= in(s) ⇔ count(s, σ )− |{t ∈⋃i:1...k Sti | s ∈ children ∗(scope(t))}|
+ |{t ∈⋃i:1...k Sti | s ∈ dcomp(scope(t) ∪ target(t))}| = 1
where
count(s, σ ) =
{
1, if σ |= in(s)
0, otherwise.
Proof. By definition, in each step Sti, there is at most one transition t entering or leaving s. By filtering the transitions
leaving or entering s from the sequence of steps, we can derive a sequence of transitions t1, t2, . . . , tl. From the definition of
nextConfig , it follows that in this sequence, if some transition ti, where 0 < i < l, enters (leaves) s, the next transition leaves
(enters) s. Using this observation, the claim can be easily proven. 
Observe that each stable Statemate valuation is a stable fixpoint valuation by definition, and that by C1, each stable
fixpoint valuation is also stable in Statemate. We use Lemma 1 to prove the next theorem, which states that if from a stable
valuation σ another stable valuation σ ′ can be directly reached under the fixpoint semantics, so σ − FPσ ′, then under the
Statemate semantics valuation σ ′ is also reachable from σ , but through some additional intermediary stable valuations.
This theorem shows that the valuation resulting from a set of concurrent external events equals the valuation that results
when the events occur sequentially in arbitrary order.
Theorem 1. Let SC be a statechart satisfying C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. Let σ , σ ′ be some valuations that are stable under both
the fixpoint and Statemate semantics.
(i) If σ − FPσ ′, then σ − SMσ ′.
(ii) If σ − SMσ ′, then σ − FPσ ′.
Proof. (i) Under the fixpoint semantics, a reaction to a set of input events consists of one step only, while under the
Statemate semantics, a reaction consists of a sequence of steps. Denote by StFP the single step taken under the fixpoint
semantics to reach σ ′ from σ . By C1 and C2, under the Statemate semantics, the system does not diverge. Therefore, a
reaction consists of a finite sequence of steps StSM1 , St
SM
2 , . . . , St
SM
k ; denote the valuation reached by σ
′′.
We will prove StFP =⋃i:1...k StSMi . From Lemma 1 then follows that σ ′ = σ ′′.
⊆ direction: (Sketch.) The claim can be easily proven by induction on the causal chain of transitions in StFP . Given step
StFP , its causal chain is a sequence CC1, CC2, . . . , CCn, of sets of transitions, where
CC1 = {t ∈ StFP | external(t)}
and
CCj+1 = {t ∈ StFP | ∃t ′ ∈ CCj : t ′  t}
where 1 ≤ j < n.
For the induction case, C3 is needed.
⊇ direction:
We prove by induction on the sequence of steps taken under the Statemate semantics that each transition taken in some
step StSMi , where 0 < i ≤ k, is taken in StFP .
Base case: step StSM1 .
Take an arbitrary transition t ∈ StSM1 . By definition of the Statemate semantics, since StSM1 is the first step, transition t
must be triggered by an external event e. Event e can also occur in σ under the fixpoint semantics, so t ∈ StFP .
Induction step: step StSMi+1, where i > 0.
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By definition of the Statemate semantics and by C1, StSMi+1 only contains internal transitions (all external transitions have
been taken in step StSM1 ).
By the induction hypothesis all transitions in previous steps StSM1 , . . . , St
SM
i can be taken, i.e., they are in St
FP .
Take an arbitrary transition t ∈ StSMi . We now show that t can be taken under the fixpoint semantics, by showing that t
can become relevant and enabled.
• t is relevant: By C4 and C5, source(t) ⊆ σ(C).
• t can be enabled: By C3, t can only conflict with another internal transition, say tconflict . Let ttrigger be the transition
triggering t , so ttrigger  t . By definition of the Statemate semantics, ttrigger ∈ StSMi . By the induction hypothesis,
ttrigger ∈ StFP . By C6, under the fixpoint semantics the trigger event of tconflict is not generated. Therefore, t ∈ StFP .
(ii) By similar reasoning as (i). 
Next, we show that every fixpoint semantics run has a stuttering equivalent Statemate run and vice versa, provided
observations are restricted to sequential components of SC . Given a sequential component X of statechart SC , define a
relation RX such that
σ RX σ ′ ⇔ ∀x ∈ X : σ |= in(x)⇔ σ ′ |= in(x)
∧ σ |= stableFP(C, I)⇔ σ ′ |= stableSM(C, I).
Theorem 2. Let SC be a statechart satisfying C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. Let X be some sequential component of SC.
(i) For each fixpoint semantics run pi = σ FPinit −→σ FP1 −→σ FP2 −→ . . ., there exists a Statemate semantics run pi ′ that is RX -
stuttering equivalent.
(ii) For every Statemate semantics run pi ′ = σ SMinit −→σ SM1 −→σ SM2 −→ . . ., there exists a fixpoint semantics run pi that is RX -
stuttering equivalent.
Proof (Sketch). We only prove (i); (ii) can be proven by similar reasoning.
By definition of the fixpoint semantics, run pi can equivalently be written as σ FP0 − FPσ FP2 − FPσ FP4 . . .. For each σ FPi , σ FPi+2,
where i ≥ 0 and i is even, from Theorem 1(i) it follows that σ FPi − SMσ FPi+2. So run
pi ′ = σ FP0 − SMσ FP2 − SMσ FP4 . . . exists under the Statemate semantics.
Let σ FPi , σ
FP
i+2 be valuations from pi (and thus from pi ′). Denote by T FP the transitions taken under the fixpoint semantics
to reach σ FPi+2 from σ
FP
i and denote by T
SM the transitions taken under the Statemate semantics to reach σ FPi+2 from σ
FP
i . From
the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that T FP = T SM , where T FP is the single step taken in the fixpoint reaction σ FPi − FPσ FPi+2 .
We now argue that for each pair σ FPi , σ
FP
i+2 and each sequential component X , at most one transition in T FP(= T SM) affects
the states in X . Observe that by definition of X , the value of states in X can only change by taking a transition of which
a source state and a target state are in X . However, this implies that the scope of t is in X too. Since X does not contain
consistent (parallel) states, for each step St taken under fixpoint or Statemate semantics, at most one transition in St can
affect states in X , i.e. at most one transition t ∈ St has scope(t) ∈ X . Thus, if St does not contain a transition whose scope
is in X , no states belonging to X are left or entered by taking St . Since T FP is the single step taken in the fixpoint reaction, at
most one transition in T FP(= T SM) can affect states in X . Using this observation and since T FP = T SM , it is easy to prove that
pi and pi ′ are stuttering RX -equivalent. 
5.3. From Statemate to seStatemate and back
We use Lemma 1 to prove a theorem that is similar to Theorem 1. The theorem states that if from a stable valuation σ
another stable valuation σ ′ can be directly reached under the Statemate semantics, so σ − SMσ ′, then under the
seStatemate semantics valuation σ ′ is also reachable from σ , but through some additional intermediary stable valuations.
(Note that every stable Statemate valuation is also a stable seStatemate valuation and vice versa.) Though the theorem is
proven using the Statemate priority rule, it can be proven for any priority rule that induces an acyclic relation on transitions.
Theorem 3. Let SC be a statechart satisfying C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12. Let σ , σ ′ be valuations that are stable
under both the Statemate and seStatemate semantics. If σ − SMσ ′,
then σ − seSMσ1− seSMσ2 . . . − seSMσ ′.
Proof. Denote by StSM1 , St
SM
2 , . . . , St
SM
k the sequence of steps that are taken under the Statemate semantics to reach σ
′ from
σ . Let E = {e1, . . . , en} be the set of external events that occur under the Statemate semantics in the successor valuation
of σ .
Under the seStatemate semantics, these external events can occur sequentially in any order, say e1, e2, . . ., en, such that
for some σ ′′,
σ − seSM1 σ1− seSM2 σ2 . . . − seSMn σ ′′. Denote by StseSM1 , StseSM2 , . . . , StseSMl the sequence of all steps taken under the
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seStatemate semantics to reach σ ′′. By definition of − , between two pair of valuations σi, σi+1, where i ≥ 0, such that









j . From Lemma 1, it then follows that σ
′ = σ ′′.
⊆ direction:
We prove by induction on the sequence of steps taken under the Statemate semantics that each transition taken in some
step StSMi , where 0 < i ≤ k, can also be taken under the seStatemate semantics.
To simulate the Statemate semantics, events in the seStatemate semantics need to be processed in a certain order.
Assume without any loss of generality that every event e ∈ E triggers some transition in relevant(C). (Irrelevant events in E
can be processed before the relevant ones.)
Given two transitions t , t ′ ∈ relevant(C), such that {event(t), event(t ′)} ⊆ E and t ∈ StSM1 and t ′ 6∈ StSM1 . Then event(t)
beats event(t ′). Formally, the beats(E, C, St) ⊆ E × E relation is defined as:
(e, e′) ∈ beats(E, C, St) ⇔ {e, e′} ⊆ E
∧ ∃t, t ′ ∈ T : event(t) = e ∧ event(t ′) = e′
∧ ( (conflict(t, t ′) ∧ t ∈ St ∧ t ′ 6∈ St)
∨(makesRelevant(t ′, t) ).
By C12 and the fact that the Statemate priority relation between transitions is acyclic, the beats relation between events in
E is acyclic.
Now, process events in E in such an order that if an event e is processed, all events that beat e have been processed
already.
Base case: step StSM1 .
Take an arbitrary transition t ∈ StSM1 . Since σ is stable and StSM1 is the first step, transition t must be triggered by an
external event. If t ’s trigger event is e1, t is taken in StseSM1 . Otherwise, if t ’s trigger event is ej, for some 1 < j ≤ n, then by
C2, C7 and C8, the statechart does not diverge, so ej is eventually processed.
We now show that the sources of t are still active when ej is processed. By C3 and C9, t ’s sources can only be left because
of another external transition with trigger event e. By definition of beats, we have that ej beats e. Hence, e is not processed
before ej, and thus, the sources of t stay active until ej has been processed. And when ej is processed, t becomes enabled and
can be taken.
Induction step: step StSMi+1, where i > 0.
By definition, StSMi+1 only contains completion and internal transitions (all external transitions have been taken in step
StSM1 ). Take an arbitrary transition t ∈ StSMi+1.We now show that t can be taken in some step under the seStatemate semantics.
By the induction hypothesis, all transitions in the previous steps StSM1 , . . . , St
SM
i can be taken (but not necessarily in the
same order). So by the induction hypothesis, the sources of t are entered, but not necessarily all simultaneously at the same
time.
• t is a completion transition. By C9 and C10, t only conflicts with completion transitions. Then, by C11, t is only conflicting
with completion transitions that have the same sources. Thus, none of t ’s source states is left before all of t ’s sources
have become active. So, t ’s sources become active under the seStatemate semantics. Thus, t becomes enabled and can
be taken.
• t is an internal transition. Let ttrigger be the transition triggering t , so ttrigger generates event(t). By C4, ttrigger is consistent
with t .
First, we show event(t) is processed only when t is relevant, so all sources of t are active. This is obviously true if t is
in relevant(C). So assume t is not relevant in C . Let t ′ be a transition touching t . Obviously, t ′ is taken in some earlier step
than StSMi+1. By C8, t ′ is not a completion transition. Next, by definition of the Statemate semantics, ttrigger ∈ StSMi . Since
both t ′ and ttrigger are taken in some earlier step than StSMi+1, both t ′ and ttrigger are by the induction hypothesis also taken
under the seStatemate semantics. We have to show that under the seStatemate semantics, event(t) is processed only
after t ′ has been taken, so t ′ is taken before or simultaneously with ttrigger , which generates event(t).
. t ′ is external. Then t ′ ∈ StSM1 . Then, since ttrigger is not consistent with t ′ by C5, ttrigger 6∈ StSM1 by definition of step. Since
ttrigger ∈ StSMi , step StSM1 is before StSMi , for i > 1. Since t ′ ∈ StSM1 , ttrigger ∈ StSMi , for i > 1, and by C5 ttrigger is inconsistent
with t ′, there is a path from t ′ to ttrigger . Each transition tintermediate on this path is taken in the steps between StSM1 and
StSMi . By the induction hypothesis, tintermediate is also taken under the seStatemate semantics.
Thus, t ′ is taken before ttrigger under the seStatemate semantics.
. t ′ is internal. Denote by t ′trigger the transition triggering t ′. By definition of the Statemate semantics, t ′ ∈ StSMk , where
1 < k < i+ 1, and t ′trigger ∈ StSMk−1. Since k < i+ 1, transition t ′trigger is taken in an earlier step StSMk−1 than the step StSMi
in which ttrigger is taken. Moreover, since t ′ and t are inconsistent by C6, t ′trigger is inconsistent with ttrigger . Thus, there





the induction hypothesis, tintermediate is also taken under the seStatemate semantics.
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Thus, t ′trigger is taken before ttrigger under the seStatemate semantics, hence t ′ is taken before or simultaneouslywith
ttrigger under the seStatemate semantics.
In both cases, the transition t ′ touching t is taken before or simultaneously with the transition ttrigger that triggers t ,
so event(t) is only processed after t ′ has been taken. By C2, C7 and C8, the statechart does not diverge, so event(t) is
eventually processed.
Next, we show that t can become relevant under the seStatemate semantics. By C3 and C10, t only conflictswith other
internal transitions. Suppose under the seStatemate semantics a source of t is left by some conflicting internal transition
tinternal before t has become relevant.We show that then the source is re-entered under the seStatemate semantics before
t becomes relevant. First, by the ⊇ direction, tinternal is taken under the Statemate semantics as well. Since t and tinternal
are inconsistent but are both taken under the Statemate semantics, there is a path connecting t and tinternal. Since under
the seStatemate semantics tinternal is relevant before t is relevant, there is a path from tinternal to t . Therefore, tinternal is
taken before t under the Statemate semantics, in some step StSMp , where 1 < p < i+ 1. Each transition tintermediate in the
path from tinternal to t is taken in the steps between StSMp and St
SM
i+1. By the induction hypothesis, tintermediate is also taken
under the seStatemate semantics. This implies the source of t is entered again before t becomes relevant. Thus, all the
sources of t can become active, i.e. t can become relevant under the seStatemate semantics.
Since t can become relevant and event(t) is processed only when t is relevant, t can become enabled and be taken
under the seStatemate semantics.
⊇ direction:
We show by contradiction that under the seStatemate semantics no extra transitions are taken. Consider a transition t
taken in some arbitrary seStatemate step StseSMj , where 0 < j ≤ l, such that all transitions taken in previous seStatemate
steps, are taken under the Statemate semantics. Suppose t is not taken in some step StSMi where 0 < i ≤ k. Then after the
Statemate reaction has finished, all of t ’s sources are active.
• t is an external transition. Then event(t) is processed because it triggers some other external transition t ′ ∈ StSM1 . Since t
is not in StSM1 , there must be some transition t
′′ ∈ StSM1 that makes t relevant, and event(t ′′) is processed before event(t),
so event(t ′′) precedes event(t) (otherwise t would not be taken). But since t ′′ makes t relevant, also event(t) precedes
event(t ′′). So C12 is violated.
• t is a completion transition. Then t becomes enabled as soon as it has become relevant. But then it can be taken under
the Statemate semantics as well, which leads to a contradiction.
• t is an internal transition. By C4, t is triggered by a transition ttrigger consistent with t . By assumption, ttrigger has been
taken already under the Statemate semantics.
Let t ′ be a transition touching t . By C8, t ′ is external or internal.
. t ′ is external. Then by C5, event(t ′) is processed before event(ttrigger). So, if ttrigger is taken, t ′ has been taken already
under the Statemate semantics.
. t ′ is internal. Then by C6, the trigger transition tx of t ′ is inconsistent with ttrigger . Since tx is taken before ttrigger under
the seStatemate semantics (since t ′ is taken before t), there is a path from tx to ttrigger . Then tx must have been taken
already under the Statemate semantics, otherwise it could not trigger t ′. So t ′ is taken before or simultaneously with
ttrigger under the Statemate semantics. So the event generated by ttrigger is processed only after t ′ has been taken under
the Statemate semantics.
In both cases, t ′ can also taken under the Statemate semantics, leading to a contradiction. 
Using this theorem, we now show that Statemate runs are stuttering equivalent to seStatemate runs w.r.t. sequential
components. (The reverse direction is trivial, since by definition each seStatemate run is also a Statemate run.)
For a sequential component X of statechart SC , define a relation RX such that
σ RX σ ′ ⇔ ∀x ∈ X : σ |= in(x)⇔ σ ′ |= in(x)
∧ σ |= stableSM(C, I)⇔ σ ′ |= stableSM(C, I).
For the seStatemate semantics, we do not use a separate predicate for stable(C, I), but reuse the definition from the
Statemate semantics.
Theorem 4. Let SC be a statechart that satisfies C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12. Let X be some sequential component
of SC. For each Statemate runpi = σ SM0 −→σ SM1 −→σ SM2 −→ . . ., there exists a seStatemate runpi ′ that is stuttering RX -equivalent.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, using C7 instead of C1 and Theorem 3 instead of Theorem 1. 
5.4. From seStatemate to UML and back
We first show that every seStatemate run has an R-related UML run and vice versa, where R relates valuations of
seStatemate with valuations of UML. Let σ seSM be an arbitrary seStatemate valuation and let σ UML be an arbitrary UML
valuation. Then R is defined by:
σ seSM R σ UML ⇔ ∀s ∈ S : σ seSM |= in(s)⇔ σ UML |= in(s).
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Theorem 5. Let SC be a statechart satisfying Constraints C8, C10, C13, C14, C15, C16. For every seStatemate run pi =
σ seSMinit −→σ seSM1 −→σ seSM2 −→ . . ., there exists a UML run pi ′ that is R-stuttering equivalent.
Proof (Sketch). Construct a runpi ′ bymapping each stable seStatemate valuation σ seSM inpi to a stable UML valuation σ UML
in which the queue is empty. Clearly, σ seSM and σ UML are R-related. Let StseSM1 , St
seSM
2 , . . . be the sequence of steps taken under
the seStatemate semantics from σ seSM such that either a stable valuation is reached after taking the (finite) sequence, or the
system diverges, so then the sequence is infinite.
By C16, each step in the sequence contains either only completion transitions or only internal transitions. Suppose in the
sequence a step StseSMi only containing completion transitions is followed by a step St
seSM
i+1 only containing internal transitions.
Then by definition of the seStatemate semantics, an internal transition from StseSMi is either consistent with or touches a
completion transition from Sti+1. However, then C16 and C8 are violated, respectively. Therefore, the sequence consists of
either only steps containing completion transitions, or only steps containing internal transitions, or steps containing internal
transitions followed by steps containing completion transitions.
We only consider the last case, since the other cases can be proven by similar reasoning. We show by induction on
the sequence of steps that under the UML semantics the same sequence of steps can be taken, but augmented with some
additional empty steps at the end. Since both (se)Statemate and UML use the same semantics for taking a step, this implies
the same subsequent configurations are reached by taking the steps in the sequence. Consequently, since σ seSM and σ UML
are R-related, the resulting valuations reached by taking the steps in the sequence, are R-related too.
Base case: step StseSM1 .
If in σ seSM some external event e occurs that causes step StseSM1 to be taken, e can also occur in σ
UML. Under the UML
semantics, event e is put in the queue and a step StUML1 is taken. Since by definition of the mapping σ
seSM and σ UML have the
same configuration, the same transitions are enabled by e. Next, by C13, StseSM1 equals St
UML
1 .
Induction step: step StseSMi+1 .
By the induction hypothesis, the previous steps StSM1 . . . St
SM
i have been taken, so the same configurations are reached
under the seStatemate and UML semantics. Denote by σ seSMi+1 and σ
UML
i+1 the R-related valuations reached. By C16, St
SM
i+1
contains either (i) only completion transitions or (ii) only internal transitions.
For (i), since σ seSMi+1 and σ
UML





Therefore, by C13, the step StUMLi+1 taken in σ
UML
i+1 equals step St
seSM
i+1 . By C14 and C15, at most one event i is generated in St
seSM
i .
If an event i is generated, I contains only i in σ seSMi+1 , while i has been added to queue q in σ
UML
i+1 . By C16, i does not trigger any
consistent transitions. By C8, i does not trigger any transition touched by the (completion) transitions in StseSMi+1 . Therefore,
if i is subsequently processed, an empty step is taken. However, i is only processed if all completion steps have been taken
and the reaction has finished. By C8, then no internal steps can be taken further, so all internal events in the queue can be
processed one by one, and a sequence of empty steps is taken as result.
For (ii), by C14 and C15, there is a single internal event i that triggers the transitions in StseSMi+1 . By definition of the
seStatemate semantics, event i is generated in StseSMi . By the induction hypothesis, i is generated too in St
UML
i . Since by
C8 no completion transitions have been taken in the previous steps, all previously generated internal events have been
immediately processed under the UML semantics. So the queue was empty when i was generated. Therefore i is head of
the queue and next is processed immediately. Since by the induction hypothesis the same configurations are reached after
taking StseSMi and St
UML
i , i triggers the same transitions in σ
UML
i+1 as in σ
seSM
i+1 . Therefore, by C13, step St
UML
i+1 equals step St
seSM
i+1 . 
Next, we show that every UML run has a stuttering R-equivalent seStatemate run.
Theorem 6. Let SC be a statechart satisfying Constraints C8, C13, C14, C15, C16, C17. For every UML run pi ′ =
σ UMLinit −→σ UML1 −→σ UML2 −→ . . ., there exists a seStatemate run pi that is R-stuttering equivalent.
Proof (Sketch). Construct a run pi by mapping each stable valuation σ UMLj in which the first event e in the queue is external,
to an R-similar stable seStatemate valuation σ seSMi . By C17, under the UML semantics, internal events generated in the
processing of e are processed before the next external event from the queue is processed. Using similar reasoning as in the
proof of Theorem 5, one can prove that the successor valuations of σ seSMi and σ
UML
j are R-related as well. However, C10 is
not needed, since in an unstable UML valuation an internal and a completion transition cannot be both enabled. 
Theorems 5 and 6 can beweakened by referring to sequential components only, similar to Theorems 2 and 5. In that case,
only C8, C10, C13 and C17 are needed to ensure that the same end configurations are reached under both semantics.
5.5. Temporal logic
Having formally related the different semantics by means of stuttering relations, we now use this result to specify a set
of properties that cannot distinguish between the different semantics, i.e. each property is true under one semantics iff it
is true under the other. As property specification language, we use propositional linear temporal logic with both past and
future operators (PLTL) [35].
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Since properties need to be invariant under the semantics used, they are restricted in two ways. First, we do not use
the next time operator and its past time equivalent. A property containing such operators is not stuttering closed. Such a
property could detect the number of times a transition system stutters, which distinguishes the semantics from each other.
We denote the subset of PLTL we use by PLTL-X.
Second, properties can only refer to variables common to all semantics, in this case state variables and events. However,
events are processed differently by the different semantics. Since properties referring to events could detect this difference,
we only allow state variables to be referenced. Given a statechart SC , the set AP(SC) of atomic propositions is defined by:
AP(SC) = {in(s) | s ∈ SSC }.
Given set AP(SC), the set of past linear temporal logic formulas without next and its past time equivalent (PLTL-X), is
defined by:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ Uϕ | ϕ Sϕ
where p ∈ AP(SC), U stands for Until, and S for Since. We use the usual abbreviations for ∨,⇒, and so on.
The semantics of PLT-X is defined in terms of paths of an STS. A path is an infinite sequence of valuations,pi = σ0σ1σ2 . . .,
such that for every i ≥ 0, σi−→σi+1. Let pi j denote the suffix of pi starting at σj. The satisfaction relation |= for formulas is
defined inductively as follows:
pi j |= in(s) ⇔ s ∈ σj(C)
pi j |= ¬ϕ ⇔ pi j 6|= ϕ
pi j |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇔ pi j |= ϕ1 and pi j |= ϕ2
pi j |= ϕ1 Uϕ2 ⇔ there exists k ≥ j such that pi k |= ϕ2,
and pi i |= ϕ1 for every j ≤ i < k
pi j |= ϕ1 Sϕ2 ⇔ there exists 0 ≤ k ≤ j such that pi k |= ϕ2,
and pi i |= ϕ1 for every k < i ≤ j.
A formula ϕ is true in a valuation iff it is true for all paths starting in the valuation. A formula ϕ is true of a symbolic
transition system STS, written STS |= ϕ, iff it is true for all paths starting in the initial valuation of STS.
The following lemma states that stuttering R-equivalent paths satisfy the same PLTL-X properties. In the theorem, ϕ(SC)
denotes that the atomic propositions contained in PLTL-X formula ϕ are elements of AP(SC). The proof is straightforward
and therefore omitted. The lemma is a slight modification of the folklore theorem stating that stuttering equivalent paths
satisfy the same PLTL-X formulas, first observed by Lamport [27].
Lemma 2. Let ϕ(SC) be a PLTL-X property of a statechart SC. Let pi and pi ′ be two stuttering R-equivalent paths where R =
{(σ , σ ′) | ∀p ∈ AP(SC) : σ |= p⇔ σ ′ |= p}. Then pi |= ϕ(SC)⇔pi ′ |= ϕ(SC).
The main theorem states that PLTL-X properties referring to states of a single sequential component are invariant under
the semantics used.
Theorem 7. Let SC be a statechart satisfying Constraints C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. Let SC ′ be a sequential component of SC,
and let ϕ(SC ′) be a PLTL-X property whose atomic propositions are in {in(s)|s ∈ SSC ′}. Denote by FP(SC) the fixpoint STS and by
SM(SC) the Statemate STS. Then FP(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′)⇔ SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′).
Proof. ⇒. Suppose FP(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′). We show that for every Statemate run pi , pi |= ϕ(SC ′). By Theorem 2(ii), for pi a
stuttering R-equivalent FP run pi ′ exists. So pi ′ |= ϕ(SC ′). Then by Lemma 2, pi |= ϕ(SC ′).
⇐. Suppose SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′). We show that for every FP run pi , pi |= ϕ(SC ′). By Theorem 2(i), for pi a stuttering
R-equivalent Statemate run pi ′ exists. Thus pi ′ |= ϕ(SC ′), and by Lemma 2, pi |= ϕ(SC ′). 
Theorem 8. Let SC be a statechart satisfying Constraints C2, C3, C4, C5, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16 and C17.
Let SC ′ be a sequential component of SC, and let ϕ(SC ′) be a PLTL-X property whose atomic propositions are in {in(s)|s ∈ SSC ′}.
Denote by SM(SC) the Statemate STS and UML(SC) the UML STS. Then SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′)⇔UML(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′).
Proof. ⇒. Suppose SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′). We show that for every UML run pi , pi |= ϕ(SC ′). By Theorem 6, for pi a stuttering
RSC ′-equivalent seStatemate run pi ′ exists. By definition, pi ′ is also a Statemate run. So pi ′ |= ϕ(SC ′). Then by Lemma 2,
pi |= ϕ(SC ′).
⇐. Suppose UML(SC) |= ϕ(SC ′). We show that for every Statemate run pi , pi |= ϕ(SC ′). By Theorem 4, for pi a stuttering
RSC ′-equivalent seStatemate run pi ′ exists. By Theorem 5, for pi ′ a stuttering RSC ′-equivalent UML run pi ′′ exists. Since pi ′′ is
an UML run, pi ′′ |= ϕ(SC ′). Thus, by Lemma 2, pi ′ |= ϕ(SC ′), and again by Lemma 2, pi |= ϕ(SC ′). 
For a statechart SC , a PLTL-X formula ϕ(SC) is separated if and only ϕ(SC) is a boolean combination of s PLTL-X formulas,
such that for each PLTL-X formula ϕ(SCi), where i : 1..s, SCi is a sequential component of SC . A PLTL-X formula ϕ(SC) that
is logically equivalent to a separated formula is called separable [39]. The following corollary follows immediately from
Theorems 7 and 8.
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Fig. 33. Statechart with in predicate.
Corollary 3. Let SC be a statechart satisfying Constraints C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16
and C17. Denote by FP(SC) its fixpoint STS, by SM(SC) its Statemate STS, and by UML(SC) its UML STS. Let ϕ(SC) be a PLTL-X
property of SC. If ϕ(SC) is separable, then
FP(SC) |= ϕ(SC)⇔ SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC), and
SM(SC) |= ϕ(SC)⇔UML(SC) |= ϕ(SC).
The following corollary, which states that stuttering-closed properties are equivalent for seStatemate and UML STSes,
follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Theorems 5 and 6.
Corollary 4. Let SC be a statechart and let ϕ(SC) be a PLTL-X property of SC. Denote by seSM(SC) the single-event Statemate
STS of SC and by UML(SC) the UML STS of SC. Then
seSM(SC) |= ϕ(SC)⇔UML(SC) |= ϕ(SC).
As indicated in Section 1 bymeans of a counterexample, Corollary 3 does not extend to branching-time logics like CTL. The
counterexample in Fig. 1 shows that there is no stuttering bisimulation relating stable valuations under the (se)Statemate
and UML semantics, since under the UML semantics a stable valuation may have events in the queue, in which case the
events in the queue are processed before the events that occur next, whereas the (se)Statemate semantics does not use a
queue. But for linear, stuttering-closed properties, we only need to construct for each run under the seStatemate semantics
a stuttering-equivalent run under the UML semantics, and vice versa (cf. Theorems 5 and 6).
To construct the runs, we use mappings between seStatemate and UML valuations. These mappings are not bijective,
which we illustrate next using the counterexample (see Fig. 1). An unstable seStatemate valuation in which C is the initial
configuration and external event f occurs, maps according to Theorem 5 to an unstable UML valuation in which the queue
only contains f. But according to Theorem 6, an unstable UML valuation in which C is the initial configuration and f occurs
but g is the external event in the queue to be processed next, maps to an unstable seStatemate valuation in which g
occurs. If in a subsequent UML valuation f is to be processed next, this valuation maps to a seStatemate valuation in
which f occurs. Since properties do not refer to events, the mapping from UML to seStatemate valuations is correct. As
explained in the introduction, properties cannot refer to events, since these are treated differently by the three semantics
(cf. Table 1).
6. Advanced constructs
In this section, we look at some advanced constructs and discuss how the theorems of Section 5 can be extended to
deal with them. We only consider the fixpoint-Statemate and the Statemate-seStatemate cases. For the seStatemate-
UML case, adding new constructs like the in predicate does not cause differences in behaviour, since the theorems in
Section 5.4 show that under both semantics exactly the same steps are taken and thus the same next configurations are
reached.
6.1. The in-predicate
A transition t can test the current configuration in its guard condition by using the predicate in(x), where x ∈ S is a state.
Using the in predicate can lead to differences in behaviour between both fixpoint and Statemate semantics, and
Statemate and seStatemate. For example, suppose in the initial configuration of Fig. 33 events e and f occur. Under the
fixpoint semantics, the next configurationwill be {s2, s3, s6} because the system is not in s6when testing the guard condition
of s3→s4. Under the Statemate semantics, however, configuration {s2, s4, s6} is reached, since s6 is entered before i is
processed. Finally, under the seStatemate semantics, if e occurs before f, configuration {s2, s3, s5} is reached, while if f
occurs before e, configuration {s2, s3, s7} is reached. All these configurations are different from each other.
Such differences can be ruled out by restricting usage of the in predicate to external transitions only. That would rule
out the statechart in Fig. 33, since an internal transition uses the in-predicate. But even with this restriction, we still have
that the order of processing events in seStatemate influences the outcome of the test. For example, if s3→ s4 is removed
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Fig. 34. Statecharts with negated event triggers.
Fig. 35. Statecharts with compound events only referencing negated events.
from Fig. 33, the resulting statechart exhibits only the same behaviour under the Statemate and seStatemate semantics if
f is processed before e, since otherwise s1 has been left while f is processed, and s5−→s6 is disabled. Thus, to simulate the
Statemate semantics with seStatemate, events have to be processed in a certain order. This order should not conflict with
the order defined by the prec relation (see Section 4.2).
6.2. History
Both Statemate andUML have the constructs of history and deep history connector. These constructs replace the concept
of default state. If an OR state owith a history connector is entered, the child state of o that was active last is entered again. If
o is entered for the first time, the default state of o is entered. With a deep history connector, all descendants of o that were
active last are entered again upon entry of o. An elaborate introduction to history and deep history connectors can be found
in the original statechart paper by Harel [16].
Theorems 1 and 3 can be easily extended to deal with history and deep history connectors without any additional
constraints, since transitions in sequential components are taken in the same order (Theorems 2, 5 and 6). Thus, OR states
are left and entered by the same transitions in the different semantics.
Statemate also has a clear history action, which can be used to erase the history or deep history of an OR state. UML
does not appear to have this action. Usage of this action can lead to differences in behaviour, since transitions with the clear
history action are not necessarily taken in exactly the same order under the different semantics.
6.3. Compound and negated events
As explained in Section 1, both the fixpoint and Statemate semantics allow statecharts that use compound and negated
event triggers, whereas the UML semantics only allows statecharts having single event triggers. A compound event is a
conjunction of literals, where each literal is either an event or a negated event. A negated event tests the absence of an
event, and therefore resembles more a guard condition than an actual trigger event. We show that using compound and
negated events can lead to differences in behaviour under the fixpoint and Statemate semantics, and define an additional
constraint that is needed to rule out such differences.
The first difference is due to negated event triggers. Fig. 34(a) shows a statechart with a negated external trigger event. If
external event e occurs in the initial configuration, then under the Statemate semantics stable configuration {s3} is reached,
whereas under the fixpoint semantics stable configuration {s2} is reached, since an additional external event, different from f,
needs to occur under the fixpoint semantics to enable transition s2−→s3. This issue resembles the difference in the enabling
of a relevant completion transition under the fixpoint and Statemate semantics, which has been excluded by constraint
C1. Also a statechart with a negated internal trigger event can behave differently under both semantics, as illustrated by
Fig. 34(b). If event e occurs in the initial configuration, then under the fixpoint semantics configuration {s2, s3} is reached,
since the generation of i disables s3−→s4. However, under the Statemate semantics {s2, s4} is reached, since s3−→s4 is
taken in the same step as s1−→s2.
A similar difference in behaviour is due to compound events only referencing negated events; Fig. 35 gives an example. By
similar reason as for Fig. 34, it can be shown that if e occurs in the initial configuration, for (a), under the fixpoint semantics
stable configuration {s2} is reached, whereas under the Statemate semantics stable configuration {s3} is reached, while for
(b), under the fixpoint semantics stable configuration {s2, s3} is reached, whereas under the Statemate semantics {s2, s4}
is reached.
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Fig. 36. Statecharts with compound events that reference (negated) internal events.
Table 7
Different stable configurations reached if e and f occur in the initial configurations
of the statecharts in Fig. 36
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fixpoint semantics {s2, s4} {s2, s3} {s2, s4, s6, s8} {s2, s4, s6, s7}
Statemate semantics {s2, s3} {s2, s4} {s2, s4, s6, s7} {s2, s4, s6, s8}
Another difference in behaviour occurs if a compound event references (negated) internal events, since the two semantics
sense internal events differently (cf. Table 1). Fig. 36 shows several example statecharts to illustrate this; the reached stable
configurations are listed in Table 7. Fig. 36(a) and (b) show statechartswith compound events that reference both an internal
and an external event, and a negated internal and external event, respectively. If external events e and f occur in the initial
configuration, then for (a), under the fixpoint semantics s4 is entered, since f and internal event i are sensed in the same
step, whereas under the Statemate semantics the system stays in s3, since i is sensed in a later step than f. Whereas for
(b), under the fixpoint semantics the system stays in s3 and under the Statemate semantics s4 is entered. Fig. 36(c) and (d)
show statecharts with compound events that reference multiple internal events and internal and negated internal events,
respectively. If external events e and f occur in the initial configuration, then for (c), under the fixpoint semantics s8 is
entered, since internal events j and k are sensed in the same step, whereas under the Statemate semantics the system stays
in s7, since k is sensed in a later step than j. While for (d), under the fixpoint semantics the system stays in s7, whereas under
the Statemate semantics s8 is entered.
These differences in behaviour can be ruled out by requiring that:
• each negated event is part of a compound event (cf. Fig. 34),
• each compound event does not reference any internal and negated internal events (cf. Fig. 36), and
• each compound event references at least one non-negated (positive) event (cf. Fig. 35), which is external (cf. Fig. 36).
In other words, an internal event can only be used as a single event trigger, negation is only allowed for external events, and
a negated external event must be part of a compound event referencing at least one non-negated external event. Using this
additional constraint, Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended for negated and compound events.
According to Harel and Naamad [21], for the Statemate code generator it was decided, based on user experience, that
the default mode only allows compound events that reference at least one non-negated event. Thus, the constraint is partly
enforced in some tools in practice.
6.4. Data
Statecharts can contain local variables, which are updated in actions and tested in guard conditions and actions. Different
transitions might access the same local variable v, either for testing or for updating. If these transitions are consistent, this
can easily lead to race conditions: depending upon the particular order in which the transitions are taken, variable v can get
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Fig. 37. Statechart having a race condition.
assigned a different value, or a test of v might yield different results [21]. A simple example is shown in Fig. 37. Assuming
the initial value of x is zero, the transition s1→s2 can only be taken if the other transition has already been taken, making
the guard [x = 2] true.
To avoid race conditions, it suffices to require that if two transitions t1 and t2 access the same variable and either t1 or t2
updates the variable, then either (i) t1 and t2 are inconsistent, or (ii) t1 indirectly triggers t2, so t1 + t2. Such a constraint
would rule out Fig. 37.
7. Conclusion
This paper makes several contributions. First, we have presented the three mainstream statechart semantics in a
coherent framework. This shows the similarities and subtle differences among the semantics. For example, all semantics
use the concept of a stable valuation, but define stability in slightly different ways. Consequently, the behaviour of the
three semantics is quite different. The statecharts presented to motivate the constraints give concrete examples of these
differences. However, since we studied statecharts that are meaningful under all three semantics, we did not consider
constructs like synchronous calls.
Second, we have defined several constraints that highlight the differences between the different semantics. The
constraints can act as sanity checks for statechart designs in general. If a constraint is violated, this may indicate that the
statechart is ambiguous, in the sense that different semanticsmay attach completely different behaviours to it.We evaluated
the constraints on some real-world example statechart designs taken from the literature. A few constraints are violated by
the examples, but the examples indeed exhibit different behaviour for the three semantics. Thus, the constraints do not seem
overly restrictive. However, this also suggests that in practice, a statechart design is likely to exhibit different behaviour for
different semantics, which hampers a meaningful exchange of statechart designs among both designers and tools. A further
evaluation of the constraints on a large set of industrial statechart designs is needed to reach a final conclusion regarding
the exchangeability of statechart designs in practice.
Third, we have formally related the three semantics and shownwhich properties are preserved.We are unaware of other
approaches in which these three completely different statechart semantics are formally compared. We have shown that the
fixpoint, Statemate, and UML semantics resemble each other only in a weak sense, since properties must be separable.
However, seStatemate and UML are much more similar. In particular, we have shown that the main difference between
the Statemate and the UML semantics is not that Statemate uses the perfect synchrony or ‘zero time’ assumption, whereas
UML does not [18,17]. Instead, the main difference is that Statemate allows events to be processed in parallel, whereas
UML only supports single-event processing. The main problem of simulating parallel-event processing with single-event
processing is that in single-event processing, events can have extra effects, i.e. trigger extra transitions, that are not present
with parallel-event processing. Most constraints relating Statemate to its single-event variant dealt with this problem.
There are several directions for further work. First, the constraints can be implemented in a tool to support the checking
of statechart designs. The constraints can also be useful to define design rules for statecharts, which are to a large extent still
lacking in the literature.Moreover, the analysis can serve as starting point to implement ameaningful exchange of statechart
designs among different commercial tools. Next, the analysis can be extended to deal with other statechart variants as well,
for example StateFlow [36]. Also, the discussion in Section 6 can be elaborated in a formal setting for the omitted statechart
constructs listed in Table 2. Another challenging extensionwould be to study under what conditions a set of asynchronously
communicating UML statecharts exhibits similar behaviour as a single Statemate statechart.
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Glossary
C: a configuration, subset of S
ε: the empty queue
E : the set of events of a statechart
E ext : the set of external events of a statechart
E int : the set of internal events of a statechart
I: a set of input events, subset of E
pi : a run of an STS
q: a queue of input events
S: the set of states of a statechart
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σ : a valuation
σ → σ ′: STS transition from σ to σ ′
σ  σ ′: sequence of STS transitions between stable valuations σ and σ ′
Σ(V ): set of valuations on set of variables V
St: a step, subset of T
T : the set of transitions of a statechart
T : a set of statechart transitions, subset of T
t  t ′: statechart transition t triggers t ′
t ≺ t ′: statechart transition t has priority over t ′
x⊥y: states x and y are orthogonal
x→ y: statechart transition with source set {x} and target set {y}
